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Abstrat
A onservative extension of general relativity by integrable Weyl
geometry is formulated, and a new lass of osmologial models (Weyl
universes) is introdued and studied. A short disussion of how these
new models behave in the light of observational evidene follows. It
turns out that the sublass of Weyl universes with positive ex-ante
urvature of spatial setions (Einstein-Weyl universes) forms an em-
pirially ontentful oneptual frame for osmology. Reent high prei-
sion data (supernovae Ia, quasar frequenies, mirowave bakground)
are well represented in this type of Weyl geometry and several of the
anomalies of the standard approah are avoided or beome meaning-
less.
Introdution
Present standard osmology relies on the physial geometry of Friedman-
Lemaître models and draws upon the hypothesis of epanding spatial setions
in relativisti spae-time. For several deades, this approah was a satisfying
oneptual frame for astrophysial and astronomial researh. Even though
many ontinue to onsider it as a reliable guide for the evaluation of em-
pirial observations, there are strong indiations of growing anomalies for
this interpretational sheme, most prominent among them the appearane
of non-baryoni dark matter, the surprising time-dependene of vauum
(dark) energy) and the sale problem of vauum energy. Other problems,
like the isotropy/anisotropy riddle of the osmi mirowave bakground, are
overed up by surprising towers of ad-ho onstrutions or are negleted, like
the negative results on a systemati orrelation between redshift and metal-
liity of galaxies and quasars. It is not the goal of this paper to disuss these
questions in detail. We rather want to show that already a small and inno-
ent looking modiation in the oneptual framework of Robertson-Walker
manifolds whih underly the geometry of the Friedman-Lemaître models (F-
L), allows to oneive of new physial geometries whih are onsistent with
general relativity (GRT).
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They an be well adapted to observational data
and give an aount of several of the ruial tests for osmologial models,
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For a general survey of non-Riemannian geometries as possible alternatives for os-
mologial geometry see (Puetzfeld 2004).
at least as onviningly as in the F-L approah (redshift-distane relation-
ship, SNIa magnitudes). In some respets, they are even more onvining
(redshift dependene of quasar frequenies and metalliity), in others new
possibilities are open for researh (mirowave bakground). Above all, no
dynamial dark energy anomaly appears in these models. The right hand
side of the Einstein equation looks muh more realisti than in the expand-
ing world approah, although also here questions with respet to the state
equation of the osmi medium remain.
Sine the 1920s, when osmologial redshift started to be observed and
beame the rst empirial lue to the onstrution of osmologial geome-
tries baked on general relativity, some of the leading protagonists, inluding
E. Hubble himself, ould never be onvined that the spae-kinematial in-
terpretation of osmologial redshift was more than a provisonal move to
haraterize the energy redution of photons transmitted over long osmi
distanes, while in the future a more physial explanation (H. Weyl in 1930)
might be found. Dierent proposals for tired light approahes, as they have
been alled by their ritis at rst, have been tried, among them the ideas
of a gravitational drag of photons (F. Zwiky, MaMillan e.a.) or of a
quantum mehanial photon-photon interation (E. Finlay-Freundlih, M.
Born, J.-P. Vigier e.a.).
3
Although these investigations have not aquired a
physially reliable, in some sense veried status, they ontributed to a rst
exploration of possible physial auses of suh a hypothetial mehanism.
With the presently maturizing risis in standard osmology, it seems more
than justied to understand better, how suh hypothetial explanations an
be oneptually integrated into general relativisti osmology and to explore
their mathematial relationship with the standard approah. The result of
suh investigations may ontribute to a hange of the symboli a-priori (in
a tehnial sense) of the evaluation of empirial data in observational osmol-
ogy. If not, they should at least add to our understanding of the expanding
spae osmologies from outside, i.e., without assuming an expansion as an
ex-ante property of the models.
In this artile, we analyze osmologial redshift in Robertson-Walker
models in terms of (sale-integrable) Weyl geometry. This allows to refrain
from any ex-ante deision as to the physial explanation of osmologial red-
shift, either as spae-kinematial (Doppler) or as tired light. It even allows
us, to a ertain degree, to translate mathematially between the two. We
will see that there are not only those Robertson-Walker models whih have
a onvining physial interpretation under the assumption of a real spae-
expansion (the lassial Friedman-Lemaître models), but also others whih
allow a onvining physial interpretation under the assumption of a tired
light hypothesis. There is a partiularly simple lass of physially mean-
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riti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luding remarks on Born) (Assis/Neves 1995).
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ingful Robertson-Walker models of the new type, whih will be alled Weyl
universes, beause they rely esssentially on simple aspets of Weyl geome-
try.
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It is possible to interpret the data of observational osmology in both
model lasses and to see in whih approah physio-geometrial reality ap-
pears more onvining. That annot be done here in detail, although some
indiations on rst results of empirial evaluations (tests of the models)
will be given at the end of this paper.
1. Weyl geometry
H. Weyl's generalization of Riemannian and semi-Riemannian geometry, rst
presented in (Weyl 1918), is still being disussed in the atual literature, al-
though the original intentions of its inventor for its physial appliation have
not been realized. For mathematiians, Weyl geometry beame an interest-
ing struture after bre bundles had been invented and Weyl's idea ould be
rephrased in this language (Folland 1970, Varadarajan 2003). In the phys-
ial literature it played an important part in the rst wave of unied eld
theories and seemed to loose its importane with it.
5
But it ontained muh
broader possibilities than its diret semantial link to Weyl's rst (metri-
al) gauge theory of eletromagnetism made visible. In his mathematial
analysis of the spae problem during the years 192123, Weyl gave strong
arguments in this diretion.
6
The oneptual potential was taken up again,
in a dierent sense, by J. Ehlers, F. Pirani and A. Shild in their onstrutive
axiomati approah to general relativity (Ehlers e.a. 1972). Thus the ques-
tion arose, whether the additional strutural element of Weyl geometry, the
length onnetion ϕ, ould play the role of some, perhaps still unknown, eld.
A negative answer was given by J. Audretsh, F. Gähler and N. Straumann,
who showed that a Weyl geometry an only be onsidered as ompatible
with relativisti quantum mehanis, if the length onnetion is integrable
(Audretsh e.a. 1984). Suh a restrition had already been proposed by
P.A.M. Dira in his (Dira 1973). Field theoretially, the extension of GRT
by Weyl geometry appeared thus to be ondemned to triviality.
This is not the end of the story, however; see, e.g., (Tiwari 1989, Tiwari
2003). Here we reonsider Weyl geometry from a genuinely geometrial per-
spetive whih is, in its metrial aspets, very lose to Weyl's original view.
In this setion the aspets of Weyl geometry whih are most important for
us will be resumed.
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In the next one we see how it an be used for a weak,
4
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tromagneti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Although there is onsiderable overlap with setion 3 of (Dira 1973), readers a-
quainted with Dira's formalism should be aware that Dira swithed sign in the transfor-
mation of the length onnetion, in our notation ϕ˜ = ϕ+ d lnλ rather than ϕ˜ = ϕ− d lnλ
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i.e. onservative, extension of general relativity, even if the restrition of
Audretsh, Gähler and Straumann is taken into aount. In the third and
the following setions, a method is developed whih allows to use integrable
Weyl geometry for a generalized view on Robertson-Walker manifolds and
for osmologial model building.
Weyl proposed to found the metrial onepts of dierential geometry
on a purely innitesimal point of view more stritly than in Riemannian
geometry. In partiular, he was not satised with the possibility, inbuilt
into lassial dierential geometry, to ompare lengths of vetors at dierent
points of a manifold diretly. He onsidered it as more natural to ompare
lengths of vetors diretly, only if they are attahed to the same point, ξ, η ∈
TpM for some p ∈ M . That an easily be realized by a speiation of a
onformal semi-Riemannian struture on M . For the omparison of lengths
of vetors at dierent points p, q ∈M , ξ ∈ TpM, η ∈ TqM , Weyl introdued a
length onnetion, given by a dierential 1-form ϕ onM . This form was used
to dene a kind of length transfer by integration along paths, omparable
to the parallel transfer of vetors by an ane onnetion. Of ourse, other
geometrial or physial quantities related to length or time measurement
(gauge quantities here introdued as Weyl elds in denition 5) have to
be ompared in a similar manner. The hange of the representative of the
onformal metri leads to a hange of the dierential 1-form of the length
onnetion (Weyl 1923, 122.). The result of Weyl's rearrangement of basi
onepts of dierential geometry an be stated in the following terms:
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Denition 1 a) A gauge of a dierentiable manifold M is given by a pair
(g, ϕ) onsisting of a semi-Riemannian metri g on M of any signature (p, q)
(here usually of Lorentzian signature (p, q) = (1, 3)) and a real- valued dier-
ential 1-form ϕ on M . The 1-form ϕ will be alled the length onnetion
(or sale onnetion) of the gauge and g its Riemannian omponent.
b) Two gauges (g, ϕ) and (g˜, ϕ˜) are onsidered as gauge equivalent, i
there is a stritly positive real valued funtion λ on M , suh that
g˜ = λ2g, (1)
and ϕ˜ = ϕ− d ln λ = ϕ− dλ
λ
. (2)
A transformation between gauge equivalent gauges will be alled a hange of
gauge, with gauge fator (or a resaling by the sale transformation) λ
and gauge transformation (2).
) An equivalene lass of gauges, denoted by [g, ϕ], is alled a Weylian
(Dira 1973, equs. (1.2), (1.3))℄. This hange destroys the behaviour as a proper gauge
transformation in the sense of dierential geometry (footnote 9). In partiular, Weyl's
gauge invariant omparison of length ratios (our lemma 1) gets lost.
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k. Compare also
(Folland 1970, Varadarajan 2003).
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metri on M and a manifold with Weylian metri (M, [g, ϕ]) will be alled
a Weylian manifold.
d) A gauge will be alled semi-Riemannian, if it is of the form (g, 0),
i.e., its length onnetion is zero. A Weylian manifold will be alled semi-
Riemannian, if it has a semi-Riemannian gauge.
Remark 1 If one onsiders the trivial prinipal bundle SM −→ M with
group (IR+, ·) and total spae M × IR+, a onnetion is the same as a real-
valued 1-form. Here the gauge group Γ(SM) is the set of (dierentiable)
maps M −→ IR+. SM will be alled the sale bundle. The group IR+ oper-
ates on the onnetions as given in (2). In order to dene a Weylian metri,
one has to speify a pair onsisting of a onnetion in SM and a metri g
on M , and to introdue an equivalene relation as in b). Equivalently, if one
starts from a onformal struture [g] onM , represented by g, a Weylian met-
ri is speied by the seletion of a onnetion in the sale bundle. Change
of representatives of [g] go along with hanges of the trivialization of SM
and the orresponding gauge transformation for the 1-form. This view turns
out to be useful when onformal approahes to osmology or eld theory are
related to the Weyl geometri point of view.
Here we do not need the bundle struture and we work with our denition
1, whih is introdued very muh in the spirit of Weyl's original presenta-
tion. It may be worthwhile to mention that the gauge transformations of
our denition are gauge transformations of onnetions in SM in the sense
of modern dierential geometry.
9
If other gauge strutures enter the game,
one ought to add the attribute saling, to make lear whih (part of an per-
haps extended) gauge group is referred to. In fat, the terminology gauge
transformation is historially derived from this exemplar.
In the sense of remark 1, the urvature F of a length onnetion is well
dened. If the onnetion is given by the dierential form ϕ, the urvature
is simple to alulate; it is nothing but the exterior dierential
F = dϕ. (3)
F is obviously gauge independent and will be alled the length urvature or
sale transfer urvature of the Weylian manifold.
For the sake of notational simpliity, in the sequel the symbol g will
often be used as a shorthand expression for the loal matrix (gij) of g. Of
ourse the expression of g ould just as well be related to an orthonormal
frame (ONF) desription of the tangent bundle. That is advisable in ontexts
9
After loal trivialization, the onnetion an be expressed by a Lie algebra valued
1-form A; a hange of gauge is expressed by the operation of a Lie group valued funtion
γ. Beause of ommutativity the ensuing gauge transformation for the 1-form, A˜ =
γAγ−1 + γdγ−1, redues here to ϕ˜ = ϕ + λd(λ−1) = ϕ − d lnλ. Of ourse, the sign is
important for the onsisteny of gauge geometrial onsiderations, f. footnotes 7, 10.
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where physial referene frames are neessary in the theoretial onstrution,
as for the desription of the general relativisti Dira equation (Weyl 1929,
Audretsh e.a. 1984) et.. The geometry of Weylian manifolds will be alled
Weylian gauge geometry (in the original sense of the word), or in short Weyl
geometry.
Remark 2 An isomorphism of Weylian manifolds (M, [g, ϕ]) and (M˜ , [g˜, ϕ˜])
is given by a dieomorphism β : M → M˜ , whih transforms the Weylian
metris into eah other,
β∗g˜ = λg, β∗ϕ˜ = ϕ− d lnλ,
where λ is a gauge fator and β∗ is an abbreviated notation for the lineariza-
tion of β operating on dierential forms (of any degree). Clearly λ depends
on the hoie of gauges in M and M˜ . The dening data are (β, [λ]).
Aording to Weyl's argumentation of 1918, any representative g of the
onformal metri may be used for a diret metrial omparison of vetor
or tensor data at one and the same point p ∈ M , or in its innitesimal
neighbourhood. The omparison of metrial data given at dierent points
p and q (of nite distane) an be ahieved only indiretly (Weyl 1918,
Weyl 1923, et.). The length onnetion ϕ an be used to transport length
units along a (a suiently dierentiable) urve c(t). More formally let us
introdue:
Denition 2 With respet to the gauge (g, ϕ), a length transfer or sale
transfer along a dierentiable urve c : [0, 1] → M is dened as the real
valued funtion l : [0, 1] −→ IR+ with
l(t) := l(q) = e
∫ t
0
ϕ(c′(τ))dτ
. (4)
Remark 3 As l is not dependent on the parametrization, we often write
l(p) := l(c(t)), if a urve c is speied and p = c(t). A length transfer
makes metrial quantities at p = c(0) and q = c(t) omparable, although its
denition depends on the gauge and the path. That is shown by the next
lemma. One ould equivalently dene the length transfer by a dierential
equation
l′(t) = l(t)ϕ(c′(t)), l(0) = 1.
Weyl preferred a dierential point of view and expressed this ondition in
terms of the hange of the innitesimal length fator dl
dl = l
∑
i
ϕidx
i.
Transformation under hange of gauge is given by
l˜ = e
∫
(ϕ−d log λ) = e− log λe
∫
ϕ = λ−1l. (5)
An immediate onsequene is the following observation.
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Lemma 1 For vetors ξ ∈ TpM and η ∈ TqM and l the length transfer with
respet to a gauge (g, ϕ), the modied quotient
l(c(t))2
gc(t)(η, η)
gp(ξ, ξ)
is independent of the gauge. It may be used for a gauge invariant omparison
of lengths of vetors at dierent points of a Weylian manifold.
For a proof one only needs to notie that the gauge transformations for
the terms l2 and g anel.10
In general the omparison depends on the hoie of the path. For the
ase of integrable Weyl manifolds (see below), to whih we will restrit our
view from the following setion onward, it does not. In any ase, the length
transfer an be used as a fator to modify the measurement of vetors along
a urve in a given metrial omponent g of a gauge (g, ϕ); i.e., one measures
the length by l2g rather than by g and arrives at a gauge invariant onept
of omparison.
Remark 4 Weyl alled this omparison of vetors at dierent points ali-
bration by transfer. Its invariane under hanges of gauge was behind his
hoie of terminology gauge transformation in the literal sense of the word.
If a urve c with c(0) = p and c(1) = q is given and two equivalent gauges
(g, ϕ), (g˜, ϕ˜), with length transfer fators l and l˜ respetively (along c), are
related by a gauge transformation with gauge fator λ, g˜ = λ2g, the above
equation (5) is written more preisely as
l˜(p, q) =
λ(p)
λ(q)
l(p, q).
Thus length transfer funtions are hanged under a gauge transformation by
a gauge fator λ(p) in the rst variable and by λ−1(q) in the seond one.
In Weyl's terminology whih will be explained in a moment (denition 5),
length transfer is given by a funtion l(p, q) of gauge weight +1 in the rst
variable and −1 in the seond.
Weyl gave strong arguments that his generalized metri results from an
analysis of how one may understand metrial relationships from a purely
innitesimal point of view and that it is a better oneptual starting point
than Riemannian geometry for the development of physial geometry in the
sense of general relativity.
He onsidered it as a lue to his gauge geometry that a Weylian manifold
has a uniquely determined ompatible ane onnetion (fundamental theo-
rem of Weyl geometry). Compatibility means that parallel transfer of vetors
10
With Dira's onvention for gauge transformations (f. footnote 7) the gauge weight
of length transfer hanges sign and the lemma no longer holds.
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preserves angles and that the length of parallel transported vetors hanges
with the length transfer along the urve (whih is gauge invariant by Weyl's
lemma 1).
Theorem 1 (Weyl) A Weylian manifold (M, [g, ϕ]) has a uniquely deter-
mined ane onnetion Γ ompatible with the Weylian metri. If a gauge
(g, ϕ) is hosen, and gΓ is the Levi-Civita onnetion of g alone, the following
relation holds:
Γijk = gΓ
i
jk + (δ
i
jϕk + δ
i
kϕj − gjkϕi)
(using Einstein sum onvention for ommon oordinate indexes in the given
quantities and the Kroneker symbol δ).
Clearly gΓ is gauge dependent, while Γ is not. For a proof see, e.g., (Weyl
1923, 124f.). The theorem is behind the following
Denition 3 The uniquely determined ompatible ane onnetion Γ of a
Weylian manifold (M, [g, ϕ]) will be alled the Weyl-Levi-Civita onne-
tion, or in short W-L-C onnetion, of M . By ovariant derivation in M we
refer to the derivation D = DΓ with respet to the W-L-C onnetion, if not
otherwise speied.
As the Riemann urvature tensor of type (1.3), R = (Rijkl), an be geo-
metrially dened from the ane onnetion only (without referene to the
metri), the Riemann urvature of the W-L-C onnetion is independent of
gauge. The same holds for the Rii urvature as its ontration (whih does
not involve the Riemannian omponent g of the metri), whereas salar ur-
vature R¯ as the ontration of Rij = g
ikRkj , with (Rjk) = Ric is obviously
gauge dependent (we will see in a moment that R¯ is a salar funtion of
gauge weight −2). Let us resume this observation as
Lemma 2 (Weyl) The Riemann urvature of type (1,3 ), R = (Rijkl), and
the Rii urvature of the Weyl-Levi-Civita onnetion are well dened tensor
elds (i.e. gauge independent) on a Weylian manifold.
It is therefore useful to agree upon the following terminology:
Denition 4 In a Weylian manifold (M, [g, ϕ]) with Weyl-Levi-Civita on-
netion Γ we dene:
a) The Riemann respetively Rii urvature of the Weylian metri are
the respetive urvature tensors R and Ric = (Rij) of Γ.
b) The salar urvature R¯ is a family of salar funtions R¯(g,ϕ) on M ,
indexed by the gauges (g, ϕ), dened as R¯(g,ϕ) := g
ijRij (using Einstein's
sum onvention).
) The length urvature or sale transfer urvature F is the (gauge
independent) exterior dierential F = dϕ for any gauge of M (see equ. (3)).
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The integration of the innitesimal length transfer (4) is independent of
the path, i the urvature of the length onnetion vanishes. That gives
an easy riterion for the possibility to nd a semi-Riemannian gauge of a
Weylian manifold.
Theorem 2 (Weyl) A Weylian manifold (M, [g, ϕ]) is loally semi-Rie-
mannian, i its length urvature vanishes,
F = dϕ = 0.
Proof In this ase, a semi-Riemannian gauge of M an be alulated
from an arbitrary gauge (g, ϕ) by the path independent integrals starting
from a referene point p (in any path onneted omponent of M) and a
path c : [0, 1]→M from p to q
λ(q) = e
∫
1
0
ϕ(c′(τ))dτ
. (6)
As dϕ = 0, the length transfer funtion is path independent in simply on-
neted regions and an be used as a gauge fator. This leads to a g˜ = λ2g
and ϕ˜(q) = ϕ(q)−d ln λ(q) = ϕ(q)−ϕ(q) = 0 and thus to a semi-Riemannian
gauge. Two semi-Riemannian gauges dier only by onstants on eah path-
wise onneted omponent of M .
Vanishing of the length urvature is an integrability ondition and de-
ides, whether a Weylian manifold is semi-Riemannian. In the ase it is,
we will all the Weyl geometry integrable. Although for integrable Weyl
manifolds it seems at rst glane that we an just as well go over to the
view of semi-Riemannian geometry, we shall see that Weyl geometry allows
to onsider physially non-trivial metrial modiations of semi-Riemannian
geometry even in this speial ase. Audretsh, Gähler and Straumann have
shown that there are strong reasons to restrit attention to integrable Weyl
manifolds in the physial ontext (Audretsh e.a. 1984). We will ome bak
to their argument in the next setion. Mathematially their argument builds
on the following observation for Weyl manifolds:
Lemma 3 (Audretsh/Gähler/Straumann) If a Weylian manifold (M,
[g, ϕ]) with W-L-C onnetion Γ has a salar Weyl eld f with vanishing
ovariant derivative,
DΓf = 0 ,
M is integrable.
Proof If the salar Weyl eld is given by f in some gauge (g, ϕ), the
ovariant derivative is
DΓf = df − fϕ ,
9
where df denotes the ordinary dierential. Vanishing of the ovariant deriva-
tive implies
ϕ =
df
f
= d log f .
Thus the length onnetion is a omplete dierential and integrable by the
sale funtion λ := f .
If a tensor or a tensor eld X is dened mathematially or empirially
in any way by some relationship to metrial quantities, it may hange under
a hange of gauge. Therefore we have to take into aount the gauge be-
haviour of vetors, tensors, and their densities, if we want to do physis in
the generalized geometrial framework (Weyl 1918, Weyl 1923). In order to
give a well dened mathematial meaning to this onept, we introdue:
Denition 5 a) Let (g, ϕ), (g˜, ϕ˜) be gauges in a Weylian manifold (M, [g, ϕ])
and X, X˜ tensor elds (or tensor densities) on M . We then dene triples
to be k-equivalent, (g, ϕ,X) ∼k (g˜, ϕ˜, X˜), i the gauges (g, ϕ), (g˜, ϕ˜) are
gauge equivalent with gauge fator λ, i.e. g˜ = λ2g, and
X˜ = λkX.
b) A gauge quantity or aWeyl eld of gauge weight k is a k−equivalene
lass of tripels [g, ϕ,X]k.
To simplify language, we often use representatives X of the third partner of
the tripel and speak of tensors of weight k, if the ontext makes lear whih
gauge (g, ϕ) we refer to. Covariant dierentiation of Weyl elds ontain
terms dependent on the gauge weight. We do not use it here and refer in
this respet to (Dira 1973, se. 3).
Remark 5 For the sake of brevity, let us use double square brakets to
indiate the gauge weight of geometrial or physial quantities, e.g. [[gij ]] =
[[g]] = 2, as the metri eld X = g has gauge weight 2 by denition; similarly
[[gij ]] = −2. We know already that the Rii tensor of a Weylian manifold
is gauge invariant, i.e., its gauge weight is [[Ric]] = 0. The same holds,
of ourse, for all lassial (gauge invariant) tensor (inluding vetor and
salar) elds or densities. The salar urvature R¯ of a Weylian manifold
is a salar funtion of gauge weight [[R¯]] = −2, as an be seen from the
relationship R¯ = gijRij (Ric = Rij in oordinate notation).
It is obvious how to form tensor produts of Weyl elds of gauge weights
k and l. Clearly the produt is a Weyl eld of weight k + l. Thus, although
neither the Riemannian omponent g of a Weylian metri [g, ϕ] nor its salar
urvature R¯ are gauge invariant, their produt is (gauge weight 2 − 2 = 0).
Therefore R¯g an be onsidered as a lassial, i.e., gauge invariant, tensor
eld.
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Time, the measure dimension of whih will be denoted as [t], has gauge
weight +1, as have lengths [l], whereas energy as its onjugate quantity
(measure dimension [E]) is of gauge weight [[E]] = −1. Energy density is
thus of gauge weight [[E][l−3]] = −1 + (−3) = −4 and so on.11
The onept of length transfer an now be generalized to salar Weyl
elds of arbitrary gauge weight. Weyl introdued a suggestive terminology
(alibration by transfer) whih we want to adopt in the following sense:
Denition 6 If l is the length transfer funtion along a urve c : [0, 1]→M
with respet to a gauge (g, ϕ), a salar Weyl eld f of gauge weight k, dened
along c, is said to propagate by alibration transfer along c, i for any
pair of values 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ 1 and c(a) = p, c(b) = q
f(q) =
(
l(q)
l(p)
)k
f(p). (7)
An easy alulation shows that it is possible to gauge a Weylian manifold
with nowhere vanishing salar urvature, R¯ 6= 0 everywhere, suh that the
representative of salar urvature beomes onstant, e.g., R¯ = ±1. Starting
from any gauge (g, ϕ), this ondition an easily be satised by applying the
gauge fator λ2 = |R¯|. This gauge transformation gives
g˜ = |R¯|g = λ2g , ϕ˜ = ϕ− d ln
√
|R¯|
and leads to R˜ = λ−2R¯ = R¯
|R¯|
= ±1, as wanted.
Lemma 4 (Weyl) For a Weylian manifold (M, [g], ϕ) of nowhere vanishing
salar urvature R¯, there is a gauge whih normalizes salar urvature to
R¯ = const. Of ourse, suh a gauge is unique up to a onstant.
Weyl assigned this partiular gauge a partiularly important role in his ex-
plorations of the use of Weyl geometry in osmology, and we will follow and
ontinue this trak. We therefore introdue the terminology:
Denition 7 In a Weylian manifold (M, [g], ϕ) of nowhere vanishing salar
urvature, a gauge with onstant salar urvature will be alled a Weyl
gauge of M .
Example 1 Consider a Robertson-Walker manifold M = I ×f Sκ with bre
Sκ over an open interval I ⊂ IR with respet to a warp funtion f : I →
IR
+
, where Sκ is a 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metri dσ
2
of
11
Weyl onsidered the gauge fator of the metri itself as the main referene for weights.
His gauge weights are therefore half of the ones used here. The latter are loser to ommon
dimensional onsiderations of physial quantities ( see, e.g., (Manin 1981)).
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onstant setional urvature κ = ka2 (k = ±1 or 0 and a > 0) (O'Neill 1983).
Using the parameter τ for elements in I, the Lorentzian warp metri g˜ on
M an be written as
g˜ : ds2 = dτ2 − (fdσ)2.
If we introdue the Weylian metri by the gauge (g˜, ϕ˜) with ϕ˜ = 0, we all
(M, [g˜, 0]) a Robertson-Walker-Weyl manifold. We easily hange the gauge
to (g1, ϕ1), suh that one gets stati rest spaes, i.e., onstant metri along
the spatial bres
g1 := f
−2g˜ =
dτ2
f2
− dσ2, ϕ1 = −d ln f−1 = df
f
.
One should not be deeived to think that now the spatial setions might
be gauged to onstant urvature in Weyl geometry. That annot be the
ase, in general, as setional and salar urvatures are of gauge weight −2
and we know the values of these urvature parameters for Robertson-Walker
manifolds in the semi-Riemannian gauge. The salar urvature R˜ and se-
tional urvatures and κ˜T and κ˜S in plane diretions ontaining the vetor
∂
∂τ (osmi timelike) or in plane diretions tangential to the spatial bres
respetively are in semi-Riemannian gauge (g˜, 0) (see e.g. (O'Neill 1983,
345)):
R˜ = 6
(
(
f ′
f
)2 +
κ
f2
+
f ′′
f
)
,
κ˜T =
f ′′
f
, κ˜S = (
f ′
f
)2 +
κ
f2
.
We thus arrive at a Weyl gauge (g, ϕ) by setting
g := |R˜|g, ϕ = −1
2
d ln |R˜| .
Now we have onstant salar urvature. To ahieve onstant setional ur-
vatures (in osmi timelike or in spaelike diretion) one has to use the
respetive values of setional urvatures as sale gauge fators.
In the ase of a Weylian manifold of vanishing length urvature and
nowhere vanishing salar urvature, we now have two distinguished gauges,
Riemann gauge (ϕ = 0) andWeyl gauge (R¯ ≡ const). Even in the last edition
of Raum - Zeit - Materie, two years after Weyl had given up his belief in the
physial reality of his early unied eld theory, he insisted upon the utility to
study the interplay of both gauges. He guessed that it might be partiularly
useful for the understanding of a hypothetial osmologial term in the
(generalized) Einstein equation and might ontribute to an understanding of
osmologial redshift (Weyl 1923, 300.).
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2. A onservative extension of GRT
Until about 1926/27, Weyl tended to bind the usage of his gauge geometry in
physis to an interpretation of the length onnetion ϕ as the eletromagneti
potential. Let us all this interpretation the e.m.p.-dogma of gauge geometry.
It was not the only possibility, even at the time. In fat, Weyl attempted to
explore the possibilities opened up by gauge geometry for an understanding
of osmology, in partiular redshift, at dierent oasions. These remarks
stood in tension, and sometimes even in sharp oneptual dissonane, with
the e.m.p.-dogma. By several reasons Weyl never explored the possiblities of
his gauge geometry for osmology in a pure form, i.e., separated from the
e.m.p.-dogma.
Two sienti generations later, the dogma was broken. J. Ehlers, F.
Pirani, and A. Shild had a dierent perspetive, when they used Weyl ge-
ometry for a oneptual foundation of GRT (onstrutive axiomatis in
the terminology of philosophers of siene) (Ehlers e.a. 1972). They showed
that under very onvining simple assumptions for the propagation of light
and for the free fall of test partiles, whih are minimal onditions for the
validity of speial relativity in the innitesimal approximation, a onformal
Lorentzian struture is speied (null geodesis as desriptors for the light
ray struture). The trajetories of freely falling test partiles determine a
projetive lass of ane onnetions (trajetories pass along the geodesis).
If both sets of data are ompatible (null geodesis of the light struture are
a sublass of the ane geodesis), the struture of a Weylian manifold is
obtained. Notwithstanding their foundational intentions, Ehlers e.a. left it
open, whether Weyl's length urvature F and the orresponding onserved
urrent assoiated to the gauge symmetry IR
+
might perhaps relate the
gravitational eld to another universally onserved urrent and may thus
ontain some physial truth (Ehlers e.a. 1972, 83). About that time, high
energy physiists had ome to the onlusion that deep elasti sattering of
eletrons at nuleons was approximatively invariant under mass/energy sal-
ing, and Weyl's length gauge arose new interest among physiists. Now
the sale invariane and its breaking by a sale onnetion was reonsidered
(Deser 1970, Canuto e.a. 1977, Hehl e.a. 1989).
Audretsh, Gähler and Straumann damped too high expetations in
this respet. They investigated Dira and Klein-Gordon matter elds on
a Weylian manifold M (assuming that the topologial obstrution for exis-
tene of a spinor bundle over M vanishes). In both ases a mass funtion
m on M apppears in the equations, whih aquires gauge weight −1 in the
Weyl geometry setting. (In our terminology m is a salar Weyl eld of weight
-1.) They onsidered the series development of the solutions in rising powers
of h¯, the so-alled WKB development,
ψ = e
iS
h¯
(
ψ0 +
h¯
i
ψ1 + . . .
)
,
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investigated the 0-th order approximation j0 = (j
µ
0 ) of the urrent j as-
soiated with the matter eld ψ, respetively ψ0. Following an idea of J.
Audretsh, they proved an interesting property:
Proposition 1 (Audretsh/Gähler/Straumann) The 0-th approxima-
tion of the urrent j0 in the WKB-development of a Dira eld or a Klein-
Gordon eld ψ with mass funtion m (salar Weyl eld of weight -1) on a
Weylian manifold with spin struture is geodesi, if and only if the ovariant
derivative D of m vanishes:
Dj0j0 = 0←→ Dm = 0
For a proof , see the original publiation (Audretsh e.a. 1984, 47f.).
Proposing geodesity of the 0-th order of a Dira or a Klein-Gordan ur-
rent as a ompatibility riterion of Weyl geometry with quantum mehanis,
Audretsh and oauthors drew the striking onlusion that only integrable
Weylian manifolds are ompatible with quantum physis (pay regard to their
geometrial lemma (3)). Moreover, the natural gauge ondition m ≡ const
led them to onsider Riemann gauge as the preferred gauge in their ontext.
In onsideration of the result of Audretsh, Gähler and Straumann, only
integrable Weyl manifolds seem to be aeptable for our large sale ontext.
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We will develop a modied version of what Weyl alled an extension of
relativity inside this restrition (Weyl 1921).
We do not draw the onsequene, however, that the gauge ondition
derived from the Dira or Klein Gordan equations desribes matter behaviour
diretly. In this respet we keep loser to the view as it is developed in
(Canuto e.a. 1977, Tiwari 1989) and ontinue to respet Weyl's warning
that there may be reasons to assume that matter elds behave as if they
adapt to loal struture elds (alibration by adjustment). These may
lead to results dierent from alibration by transfer in the sense of gauge
geometry. Although we onsider the short wave limiting argument of our
authors (as they all the 0-th approximation) as ompelling with respet to
its strutural onstraints (integrability of the length onnetion), we do not
follow the seond step of their evaluation (gauge ondition m ≡ const).
If one does not follow this step, it beomes possible to establish a onser-
vative extension of GRT, whih allows for the possibility that matter prop-
erties are represented by a gauge ondition dierent from Riemann gauge,
although, of ourse, the standard assumption of Riemann gauge keeps its
validity in most of the standard appliations of GRT. The speiation on-
servative is here used just like in theory extension in the sense of the foun-
dations of mathematis: In our ase, the Einstein equation is lifted into an
12
In the light of the sale invariane in deep elasti sattering experiments, it may be
premature, however, to aept the restrition to integrable Weyl geometry as denitive
on all sales. The semi-lassial equations used in the proposition apparently lose their
meaning in the high energy/small sale domain and demand for seond quantization or
other formal triks to draw information from them.
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extended physio-geometrial framework, but without any hange of dynam-
ial properties for the old models. On the other hand, new models an be
onstruted whih were not oneivable before. For the extended theory we
sometimes use the abbreviatian eGRT.
We start from onsidering the Einstein equation
Ric− 1
2
R¯g = 8π
G
c4
T (8)
under the aspet of sale gauge in Weyl geometry (Ric the Rii tensor as
above, R¯ salar urvature, T the doubly ovariant energy-momentum tensor,
G the Newtonian gravitational onstant, and c veloity of light).
Remark 6 Let us start with an elementary heuristi observation. The left
hand side (l.h.s) of the equation is obviously gauge invariant (f. remark
5). For the r.h.s. we alulate gauge weights by the elementary assumption
that the weights are onsistent with the dimensional onstrution of the
quantities. We use simple square brakets [ ] to denote physial dimensions
and double square brakets [[ ]] for gauge weights of the quantities; l, t, m
E are used as symbols for any length, time, mass, or energy quantity. The
Newton onstant has dimension [G] = [l]3[t]−2[m]−1. If we want to treat it
onsistently in a sale gauge geometri theory, it has to be represented by a
salar Weyl eld of gauge weight
[[G]] = [[l]3[t]−2[m]−1] = 3− 2− (−1) = 2 .
The omponents of the o-ontravariant energy-momentum tensor T ij is
of the same gauge weight as energy density, [[T ij ]] = −4. As we are working
with a doubly ontravariant version of the Einstein equation, whih is exatly
the one in whih the l.h.s beomes gauge invariant, the right hand side tensor
is Tij = giµT
µ
j and thus of gauge weight [[Tij ]] = −4 + 2 = −2. Thus the
whole r.h.s. is of gauge weight 2 − 2 = 0. It is omposed of sale gauge
ovariant quantities in suh a way, that as a whole it is gauge invariant (as it
must be the ase, if there shall be a hane for generalization of the equation
to gauge geometry).
This shows already by an elementary observation that the Einstein equa-
tion ought to be generalizable to Weyl geometry without modiation of the
underlying dynamial law.
In fat, it is easy to transfer the Hilbert-Einstein variational priniple
to the ase of Weylian manifolds.
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We onsider a Weylian manifold M
with metri [g, ϕ] with integrable length onnetion ϕ, W-L-C onnetion
Γ, urvature tensor R, Rii urvature Ric, and salar urvature R¯. We
13
This holds even for the non-integrable ase although, by the above mentioned reasons,
we onne ourselves to the integrable ase.
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suppose the Langrange density of the gravitational eld Γ as given by a
gauge invariant density of the form of the Hilbert-Einstein ation (equ. (9)
below). Beause of the gauge weights [[R¯]] = −2, [[√|g|]] = 12(2 · 4) = 4, the
representing objet for the Newton gravitational onstant has to be a salar
Weyl eld of weight [[G]] = 2 in order that (9) beomes gauge invariant. We
arrive at
Theorem 3 Let M be an integrable Weyl manifold with metri [g, ϕ], W-
L-C onnetion Γ, salar urvature R¯, and G a nowhere vanishing positive
salar Weyl eld of weight 2 on M . Then the Hilbert-Einstein ation of the
pair (M,G), dened by
LH := 1
16πG
R¯
√
|g| , (9)
is sale-gauge invariant. If, moreover, a sale-gauge invariant Lagrange den-
sity of matter and non-gravitational elds LM := LM
√|g| is given on M ,
the variational equation for the ombined ation
SH + SM :=
∫
LHdx+
∫
LMdx
is the Einstein equation (8) with an energy momentum tensor given by
Tµυ := − 1
2
√|g|
∂LM
∂gµν
. (10)
Proof The variational alulation of the Hilbert-Einstein ation an be
transferred from semi-Riemannian to integrable Weyl manifolds. We norm
all the Weylian metris over whih the variation takes plae by the ondition
G ≡ const. That an be done like in the ase of the Weyl gauge (lemma (4);
here one only has to divide by G, λ2 = G−1, if G is not yet onstant). Now
the variational alulation proeeds formally like in the semi-Riemannian
ase:
δSH =
∫
∂LH
∂gµν
δgµνdx
δSM =
∫
∂LM
∂gµν
δgµνdx
Beause of the gauge normation for G, we get
∂LH
∂gµν
δgµν =
1
16πG
∂(R¯
√|g|)
∂gµν
δgµν =
1
16πG
(
∂R¯
∂gµν
+
R¯√|g|
∂
√|g|
∂gµν
)√
|g|δgµν
=
1
16πG
(Ric− 1
2
R¯gµυ)
√
|g|δgµν ,
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just like in the lassial ase.
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Note, however, that in this alulation the
urvature expressions ontain ontributions from the length onnetion ϕ,
if the hosen gauge (alled below gravitational gauge) is not idential to
Riemann gauge. The ondition of stationarity,
δSH + δSM = 0 ,
leads diretly to the Einstein equation.
The gauge used above will obviously play a preferred role in any at-
tempt of establishing a reasonable semantis for Weyl geometri models in
relativity. On the other hand, for eah empirial interpretation of a Weyl
geometri model of general relativity we have to speify a gauge whih o-
inides with the measurement of atomi loks and distanes measured by
material devies. We therefore introdue
Denition 8 A Weyl geometri model of extended general relativity (eGRT)
is given by an integrable Weyl manifold together with an everywhere positive
salar Weyl eld G of weight 2. G is alled the gravitational onstant. A
gauge for whih G is onstant in the literal sense (G(x) ≡ const for all
x ∈ M) is alled gravitational gauge of the model. The gauge whih
expresses measurements by atomi loks and material devies will be alled
matter gauge.
In order to avoid an unneessary multipliity of diering gauges, we will
assume
matter gauge = gravitational gauge
in the sequel. Of ourse, this involves the assumption that measurements by
material objets lead to one and the same value of the gravitational onstant
anywhere and at any time in the physial osmos. If we wanted to analyze
the onsequenes of P.A.M. Dira's and P. Jordan's dierent assumption (of
a time dependent gravitational onstant) in our framework, we had to give
up this identiation. That will not be done in this investigation, although
the next example shows a weak reetion of Dira's idea..
Example 2 Take G := f2 in the semi-Riemannian gauge of a Robertson-
Walker-Weyl manifold (example 1). Resaling by λ = f−1 gives the gravita-
tional gauge (gm, ϕm). Then the Riemannian omponent of the metri leads
to stati rests spaes,
gm =
(
dτ2
f
)
− dσ2, ϕm = d log f.
14
Compare, e.g., (Weinberg 1972, 360). Here we use a dierent sign onvention for the
energy-momentum tensor.
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In our approah (not in Dira's and Jordan's !) the assumption of a hang-
ing gravitational onstant in semi-Riemannian gauge leads to a physially
preferred gauge in whih G is unhanging. The latter is dierent to the
gauge preferred by purely dierential geometrial reasons. Moreover, a
reparametrization of the osmi time parameter t :=
∫ dτ
f simplies the
oordinate expression of the metri,
gm = dt
2 − dσ2, ϕm = d log f.
Of ourse, G is a true onstant in this gauge (we have hosen it so).
Obviously the Weyl geometri extension of GRT is weak and onservative
in the sense that any lassial general relativisti model of semi-Riemannian
geometry remains one in the extension, without any hange of its geometrial
properties or its dynamis. It is, nonetheless, a veritable extension (even
though a muh more modest one than originally intended by Weyl), beause
the integration of the Einstein equation allows here a hange of sale gauge.
Its solution aquires, so to speak, an additonal parameter of integration.
Beause of the restrition to integrable Weyl manifolds, the sale fator
and the orresponding sale onnetion ϕ are onstrained by the dierential
equation
dϕ = 0. (11)
The Einstein equation (8) and the integrability onstraint (11) together har-
aterize the physial geometry in our weakly extended general relativity
(eGRT).
In this extension, the Einstein equation ontains additional terms from
the Weylian length onnetion, if gravitational gauge (matter gauge) (g, ϕ)
is dierent from Riemann gauge, i.e. ϕ 6= 0. The Rii tensor and salar ur-
vature of the Weyl-Levi-Civita onnetion Γ an be deomposed into terms
derived from the Riemannian omponent g only and these additional terms.
Let aus denote the Rii tensor and salar urvature of the Riemannian
omponent g of our gauge by Ricg and R¯g. Then the l.h.s of the Einstein
equation is naturally deomposed into the lassial Einstein tensor of the
Riemannian omponent g of the Weylian metri (g, ϕ) and a term whih
ontains all the ontributions from the non-vanishing length onnetion. We
denote the latter by Λϕ and arrive at a deomposition of the form
Ric− 1
2
R¯g = Ricg − 1
2
R¯gg + Λϕ , (12)
whih an be read as a dening equation for Λϕ. In our models this additional
term plays a role analogous to the osmologial term of standard osmology.
Of ourse, we an only expet a funtional analogy. Λϕ annot be brought
into the form onstant times g. Moreover, it is gauge dependent and an be
gauged away in Riemann gauge. The funtional analogy is strong enough,
however, to introdue the following
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Terminology 1 The term Λϕ of equation (12) will be alled the osmologial
term of Weyl geometry, or in short the Weylian osmologial term of the
gauge invariant Einstein equation.
In fat, Weyl tried at several plaes to arrive at a more natural derivation
of a osmologial term from his gauge geometrial approah. He tried to
subsume Einstein's osmologial term as a speial ase of his and to make
Einstein's term look more natural (Weyl 1921, 46). This ould not work
out by dierent reasons.
We have already seen that our weak extension of GRT by lifting it to
integrable Weyl geometry does not imply the introdution of a new dynamial
eld. We only gain the liberty to investigate models in whih Riemann
gauge and gravitational gauge (and with it matter gauge) are no longer
idential, like in the lassial ase. So we have new questions to ask for all
lassial osmologial models with long range extrapolation of geometrial
and dynamial behaviour of the world: Can we be sure that gravitational
gauge and matter gauge are idential with Riemann gauge, even over long
distanes and into regions of extreme urvature? Or an small modiations
of gauge assumptions lead to simpler models in the mathematial or physial
sense, although they may oinide with the reieved models in many aspets
(hopefully not for all) up to observational error? We shall see in the sequel,
that suh a tiny modiation pays out for osmologial model building.
3. Cosmologial redshift and Robertson-Walker-Weyl models
If we want to think osmology in geometri terms, we have to speify a
osmi time ow U and/or an observer eld X on the manifold M , i.e., an
everywhere timelike future oriented vetor eld on M of unit length. Eah
suh eld allows to onsider innitesimal spae-time splits, by onsidering U⊥
(or X⊥) at eah p ∈M as the innitesimal rest spae at p with respet to the
lass of (osmi, or more general) observers. Usually one even assumes the
existene of a global foliation of M , orthogonal to the eld of time ow U(p)
at eah point p ∈ M , with strong homogeneity and isotropy onditions on
the spatial leaves. Moreover, observer and osmi time ow elds are usually
identied, X = U . That imposes a natural restrition on the observer eld
as a osmi or omoving observer eld.
All this translates to the gauge geometri ontext without major modi-
ations. We only have to take into aount that the unit length ondition
results in gauging observer elds with weight −1. We have to onsider
U with respet to (g, ϕ) s. th. |U(p)|g = 1,
U˜ with respet to (g˜, ϕ˜) s. th. |U˜ (p)|g˜ = 1.
Beause of |U˜(p)|g˜ = λ|U˜(p)|g, this implies
U˜(p) = λ−1U(p) .
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For a onsistent use of gauge geometry in osmology, a osmi time ow
eld U or an observer eld X has thus to be represented by a timelike future
oriented Weyl vetor eld [X] of gauge weight −1 with unit length in every
gauge.
Example 3 Take a Robertson-Walker-Weyl manifold (M, [g˜, 0]) as in ex-
ample 1, with g˜ = dτ2 − (fdσ)2, and dene the observer eld in Riemann
gauge (g˜, 0) as given by
X˜(τ0) :=
∂
∂τ |τ0
.
If Riemann gauge is onsidered as the matter gauge of the model, we arrive
at standard osmology desribed in the Weyl setting. The hoie of any
other gauge as matter gauge will lead to new models in Weyl geometry.
Terminology 2 a) A sale integrable Weylian manifold with the spei-
ation of a matter gauge (gm, ϕm) (equivalently gravitational gauge, i.e.,
G ≡ const) and a time ow (omoving observer) eld X of gauge weight
-1 (future oriented time-like and unit length) is alled a time ow model
of eGRT. The dening data are (M, (gm, ϕm),X).
b) We will all a model like in example (3) a Robertson-Walker-Weyl
model. It will be alled standard, i the referene (matter) gauge is the
Riemann gauge of the Weylian manifold.
Remark 7 An isomorphism between two time-ow models (M, (gm, ϕm),X)
and (M˜, (g˜m, ϕ˜m), X˜) is given by an isomorphism of the Weylian manifolds
(β, [λ]) (as in remark (2) and a point-dependent family of Lorentz transfor-
mations α = α(p) in the tangent bres of M , suh that
X˜(β(p)) = β∗|pα(p)(λ(p)X(p))
(where β∗ denotes the operation on tangent vetors et. indued by the
dierential of β). Suh an isomorphism allows to (Lorentz-) rotate the
observer eld at any point, in other words to transform between dierent
observer elds by loal Lorentz transformations, besides the appliation of
an isomorphism of Weylian manifolds.
For our investigation, the expression of osmologial redshift by the sale
onnetion of matter gauge will be important. The motion of photons is
desribed by null geodesis, the energy transfer of a photon (respetively
the redshift of its frequeny) between a point p of emission and a point q of
observation is measured with respet to the loal spae-time split dened by
an observer ow X on M (assuming that the emitting osillator moves with
X). The osillation time T of the photon, its frequeny ν and its energy E
are related by:
E = h¯ν , ET = h¯.
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Redshift is alulated by
z(p, q) =
T ′
T
− 1 = ν
ν ′
.
In lassial GRT the transfer of photon osillation time from an emitting
system kinematially desribed by X(p) to an observer desribed by X(q),
respetively of photon energy, is mathematially represented by the orthog-
onal projetion of the tangent of a nullgeodesi on the timelike diretions
of the omoving observer ow X(x) at p, respetively at q. Parallel trans-
port of tangents along null geodesis is well dened in Weyl geometry by
the Weyl-Levi-Civita onnetion. One might be tempted to alulate the
redshift z of a photon passing from p to q in a Weylian manifold along a null
geodesi γ(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, with respet to the observer ow X in eGRT like
in GRT. Comparison of quantities derived from the orthogonal projetions
on a vetor eld Y on M by g(γ(t))(γ
′(t), Y (γ(t))) would not make sense in
gauge geometry, however, even for a gauge invariant eld Y . One has to
take into aount the alibration by transfer of the metri g (denition (6)),
and ompare the realibrated quantities l2(t)g(γ(t))(γ
′(t), Y (γ(t))). This is
a gauge invariant expression (the gauge weights of l2 and g anel, as the
weight of length transfer in dependene of the endpoint is [[l]] = −1, f.
remark (4)).
As the observer (time-ow) eld X is of weight −1, it is natural to
give a gauge invariant haraterization of redshift in Weyl geometry, whih
oinides with the lassial one in Riemann gauge, in the following way.:
Denition 9 For a time-ow Weyl model (M, (gm, ϕm),X), let α(t) be de-
ned along any nullgeodesi γ : [0, 1] → M with γ(0) = p and γ(1) = q by
orthogonal projetion on the observer eld, orreted by length transfer,
α(t) := l2(t)gγ(t)(γ
′(t),X(γ(t))) , (13)
where l(t) := l(γ(t)) is the length transfer funtion along the geodesi, normed
by the ondition l(0) := 1.
The redshift funtion z of the model is then dened on the subset
Z ⊂M ×M of nullgeodesially onneted pairs of points (p, q) ∈M ×M by
z(p, q) + 1 := l(1)
α(0)
α(1)
. (14)
With these speiations we get:
Lemma 5 The redshift funtion z(p, q) in a time-ow Weyl model is gauge
invariant. Its value is idential to the redshift alulated in the semi-Rie-
mannian gauge aording to the priniples of standard osmology.
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Proof The gauge invariane is a onsequene of anelling of the gauge
weights of the fators:
[[z + 1]] = [[l]]− [[α]] = [[l]]− (2[[l]] + [[g]] + [[X]])
= −[[l]]− [[g]] − [[X]] = +1− 2 + 1 = 0
In semi-Riemannian gauge the length transfer is onstant, l ≡ 1; thus equa-
tions (13), (14) redue to the standard formula in lassial relativity.
We have thus arrived at a onservative implementation of redshift in
eGRT. Looking at dierent gauges of physial geometry is the symbolial
equivalent of admitting that we do not have diret knowledge about real
expansion of spatial setions. In fat, suh a property is never diretly ob-
servable and depends on the spei gauge ondition imposed (knowingly or
unknowingly). In this sense, it is a theoreti onstrut. Trying to nd out
dierent gauges and what they allow to make understandable, orresponds
to adapting our geometrial frame to matter and energy strutures the best
we an. It may turn out, that expansion ts best, but it may be that dierent
answers will stand at the end.
Remark 8 In standard relativity, GRT, the wave vetor k(s) of a plane
wave modelling a photon semilassially is bound to a null geodesi γ(s) by
the relation
k(s) = C γ′(s)
(where C is a onstant to norm the emission energy E(s0).) Energy de-
rease (redshift) of a photon has to be expressed by the relation of γ′ to the
observer eld. In lassial relativity any kind of energy derease of photons,
inluding gravitational one (like, e.g., in the Shwarzshild solution), has
in this sense a quasi-kinematial formal haraterization. Although this
method oers, for most ases, a well developed and onsistent possibility to
represent photon energy in dierential geometri terms, it is not the only
one. In Weyl geometry, it is natural to renorm the wave vetor by the length
transfer funtion l(s) along null geodesis,
k(s) = C l(s)γ′(s). (15)
It is even ompelling to do so, if one wants to uphold onsisteny under gauge
hange. k(s) then beomes a gauge quantity (a Weyl eld). As geodesis are
dened gauge invariantly, the gauge weight of a wave vetor eld k along γ is
learly [[k]] = [[l]] = −1, whih is onsistent with the gauge weight of energy.
The energy of a photon for an observer with time ow eld X develops along
γ aording to
E(p) = gp(k(s),X(p)) = gp(lγ
′,X) (16)
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(setting here C = 1). That is onsistent with equations (13) and (14),
E(p) = lgp(γ
′,X) =
α(s)
l(s)
= (z + 1)−1(γ(s)).
In the expression E = α(s)l−1(s), the rst fator α(t) may be onsid-
ered as a kinematial ontribution to redshift. It depends essentially on
the hoie of the observer eld and inludes spae kinematial eets. The
seond fator, l−1(t), haraterizes something like a gravitational or, more
general, tired light ontribution to redshift (imputed by the gauge). The
quotation marks indiate here that, in general, this distintion is only of for-
mal value. A hange of gauge transforms the omponents into one another,
as demanded by the equivalene priniple. In a gauge in whih the kine-
matial ontribution vanishes, α ≡ 1, the osmologial redshift appears as
ompletely due to the energy damping expressed by the length transfer l(t).
The above equation shows that in this ase the photon energy propagates by
alibration transfer of weight -1, in the sense of Weyl geometry (denition
7).
This remark may seem abstrat and methodologial. The investigation of
Robertson-Walker-Weyl models shows, however, that we an really alulate
with the eets of equivalent exhange between kinematial and gravita-
tional/tired light ontributions to osmologial redshift by an appropriate
hange of gauge. Used in this way, Weyl geometry allows to give an enhaned
mathematial expression to the equivalene priniple.
Example 4 In a Robertson-Walker-Weyl model
M = I ×f Sκ, g˜ : dτ2 − (fdσ)2, X˜ = ∂
∂τ
with arbitrary matter gauge (i.e., independent of whether we assume the
model to be standard or not), the redshift of a photon emitted at a point
p = (τ, x) and observed at p0 = (τ0, x0) (with τ < τ0 and x, x0 suh that p
and p0 are nullgeodetially onneted) is given by
z(p, p0) + 1 =
f(τ0)
f(τ)
.
This follows from standard results on lassial Robertson-Walker models and
our lemma (5).
For Robertson-Walker models, osmologial redshift depends only on the
osmologial time parameters of the points of emission and observation.
Thus there is a natural extension of the redshift funtion to all of M ×M ,
given by the r.h.s of the above formula. Keeping the observer p0 xed and
varying p, we onsider z(p, p0) as a funtion of p only, z(p) := z(p, p0). It even
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makes sense to write z(τ) = z(pτ ) in short, for any pτ with time oordinate
τ . We now look for a gauge in whih the length transfer funtion satises
l(τ) = z(τ) + 1 =
f(τ0)
f(τ)
.
This is ahieved by applying the sale gauge fator
λ(τ) =
f(τ0)
f(τ)
to the semi-Riemannian gauge. Then
g := λ2g˜ = f2(τ0)
(
(
dτ
f
)2 − dσ2
)
, ϕ = −d lnλ = f(τ0)d ln f
satises the ondition. Note that in this gauge, whih will be alled Hubble
gauge in a moment, the warping of the bre metris is exatly ompensated
by the resaling fator λ(τ) = f(τ0)f(τ) . We have thus arrived, in this gauge,
at an unwarped stati Riemannian omponent of the Weylian metri like in
example 2. In general, the innitesimal linearization of redshift with timelike
distane
ϕ(X) = (f ′dt)
∂
∂t
= f ′ (17)
is not onstant.
E. Hubble was always areful not to laim that he had deteted an ex-
pansion of the observed universe, but only a systemati relationship between
redshift and distane. In the gauge above, the redshift is ompletely enoded
in the Weylian length onnetion ϕ, independent of the answer to the ques-
tion, whih gauge is physial, i.e., the matter gauge. Of ourse, Hubble left
it open to more preise measurements in the future, whether the linearity
of the dependene ould be extrapolated. In any ase, the latter is an in-
teresting theoretial possibility. These are reasons enough to introdue the
following
Denition 10 a) If a time-ow Weyl model (M, (gm, ϕm),X) has a gauge
(g, ϕ), suh that the redshift z(γ(t)) along any nullgeodesi γ is determined
by the length transfer l(γ(t)) only (i.e., α = l2g(γ′,X) = const),
z(γ(t)) + 1 = l(γ(t)), (18)
we all (g, ϕ) the Hubble gauge of the model and ϕ its Hubble form.
b) If for a Hubble gauge of a time-ow model the linearized redshift-time
dependene is onstant,
ϕ(X) = const =: H , H ∈ IR+ ∪ {0} ,
the Hubble form will be alled time-homogeneous and H its Hubble on-
stant.
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In the sequel we will use the terminology osmologial Weyl models for
those time-ow models whih possess a Hubble gauge. This is the ase
for all R-W-W models (last example). Obviously the Hubble gauge is
determined only up to a (global) onstant fator, if it exists. Moroever, it
is lear that time-homogeneity results in a onstant fator for the linearized
redshift-distane relationship in Hubble gauge only.
We have now identied three gauges in Robertson-Walker-Weyl models,
whih are of theoretial interest: Riemann gauge, Weyl gauge, and Hubble
gauge. The rst two are always dierent, if warping is not trivial (f 6≡ const).
The last two dier in general, but may oinide in speial ases. In the
following we establish riteria for their oinidene.
Proposition 2 In a Robertson-Walker-Weyl osmology
M = I ×f Sκ, g˜ : dτ2 − (fdσ)2, ϕ˜ = 0, X˜ = ∂
∂τ
,
with any matter gauge the following holds:
a) Hubble gauge and Weyl gauge oinide, i
f ′′f + f ′2 = const. (19)
b) In partiular Weyl gauge and Hubble gauge are idential, if the Hubble
gauge is time homogeneous.
Proof Let us all λW and λH the gauge funtions from Riemann gauge
to Weyl gauge and Hubble gauge respetively (see examples (1) and (4)),
λ2W = | ˜¯R| = 6
∣∣∣∣(f ′f )2 + κf2 + f
′′
f
∣∣∣∣ ,
λH = z(p) + 1 =
const
f(τ)
.
a) We thus nd λH ∼ λW , i∣∣∣∣(f ′f )2 + κf2 + f
′′
f
∣∣∣∣ ∼ 1f2 ,
Multipliation by f2 leads to (19). The argumentation is invertible.
b) is an immediate result of the denition of time-homogeneity, equation
(17), and a).
Remark 9 Hubble and Zwiky suspeted that the physial reason for os-
mologial redshift is not to be looked for in expansion of spae. If this is
orret, redshift is muh better modelled by a Hubble form in the extended
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relativisti framework of integrable Weyl geometry than by a formal expan-
sion fator, even if reinterpreted by the equivalene priniple. In suh a
ase, Hubble gauge has to be aepted as the preferred physial gauge of
the model, i.e., its matter gauge, rather than the traditional default hoie
of the Riemann gauge. It is very interesting to notie that the simple as-
sumption of time-homogeneity of Robertson-Walker-Weyl models (whih in
the osmologial disourse about the middle of the last entury used to be
alled, slightly metaphysially, the perfet osmologial priniple) leads to
the onsequene that Hubble gauge and Weyl gauge are idential.
If the Zwiky-Hubble assumption is right, we are able to desribe the
physial geometry of the osmos by a Weylianized Robertson-Walker type
struture. If, moreover, the laws of physis (inluding the reasons for the
osmi tiring of photons) are time-homogeneous, material bodies behave as
if they were gauged aording to salar urvature. This need not be onsid-
ered as a real proess of physial alibration, but an be understood as a
geometrial onsequene of the physiality of the Hubble form and of time-
homogeneity. The assumption of a real physial alibration of material
bodies to the salar urvature was introdued as an interesting, but highly
ad-ho argument by Hermann Weyl during the disussion of the question
whether his gauge geometry might be useful for physis, in spite of A. Ein-
stein's ritiism. He ame bak to this idea in his attempts to apply gauge
geometry to osmologial modelling in the fth edition of his book on Raum
- Zeit - Materie (Weyl 1923, 299f).
Here we have arrived at the same formal result from dierent basi as-
sumptions.
It thus seems legitimate to all a spatially maximally homogeneous (and
therefore also isotropi) Weyl model whih possesses a time-homogeneous
Hubble form a Weyl universe. In the following denition, we take A.
Walker's results into aount, whih show that, in the semi-Riemannian view,
suh models an be desribed by Robertson-Walker manifolds. Moreover we
use the simpliation of the metri by the Hubble gauge as shown in the last
example.
Denition 11 A osmologial Weyl modelM := (M, (g, ϕ),X) with matter
gauge (g, ϕ) and observer eld X in this gauge will be alled a Weyl uni-
verse, i the following holds:
(i) M an be written as a produt manifold
M = IR× Sκ,
where Sκ is a Riemannian 3-manifold with 3-metri dσ
2
of onstant (ex-
ante) setional urvature κ = ka2 (k ∈ 0,±1, a ∈ IR+),
(ii) the Riemannian omponent of the gauge (g, ϕ) is given (in geometrial
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units, c = 1, and using oordinates (x0, x) ∈ IR× Sκ) by
g : ds2 = dx20 − dσ2, (20)
(iii) the orresponding sale onnetion is of the simplest non-trivial type
ϕ = Hdx0, H ∈ IR+ ∪ {0} , (21)
(iv) and the observer eld is
X :=
∂
∂x0
.
In physial units, the Weylian metri ontains the veloity of light c, with
cdt = dx0, and the Hubble onnetions aquires the form
ϕ = Hdx0 = cHdt = H0dt ,
where H0 := cH is the usual Hubble onstant of astronomers (while our
H is often written as H1 = c
−1H0). On Sκ we prefer to use Riemann's
oordinates (x1, x2, x3), beause then the metri aquires the well known
homogeneous form on spatial setions and shows the lose approximation to
Eulidean spae:
dσ2 =
3∑
α=1
dx2α
(1 + κ4
3∑
1
x2α)
2
.
4. Basi properties of Weyl universes
We know from the denition of Hubble gauge and from proposition 1 that
the dening gauge (g, ϕ) of a Weyl universe is its Weyl gauge. Beause
of integrability, a Weyl universe possesses a Riemann gauge. The saling
funtion λ from Weyl gauge to Riemann gauge is alulated by integrating
along time-ow lines x0 ∈ [a, y] lifted from the rst omponent IR to M ,
λa(y) = e
∫ y
a
ϕ(γ′(τ))dτ = eH(y−a) .
Along urves in spatial setions, λ is onstant, therefore the notation λa(y)
is justied. Usually we norm a := 0; then we get
λ(y) := λ0(y) = e
Hy,
or in physial units
λ(t) = ecHt = eH0t. (22)
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Riemann gauge beomes g˜ := λ2g and is given by the quadrati form
ds˜ = e2Hx0dx20 − e2Hx0dσ2.
Reparametrization by
τ = H−1eHx0 (23)
(like in example 2) leads to
ds˜2 = dτ2 − (Hτ)2dσ2 (24)
(of ourse, here ϕ˜ = 0). The observer eld is gauged into
X˜ = λ−1X = e−Hx0∂x0 = ∂τ
(using the abbreviation ∂x := ∂∂x) and is represented in the new oordinate
τ by the same oordinate vetor eld (1, 0, 0, 0) as X with respet to the x0
oordinate. We arrive at
Lemma 6 A Weyl universe with Hubble onstant H is a Robertson-Walker-
Weyl model with linear warp funtion
f(τ) = Hτ,
whih has Weyl gauge as matter gauge.
In semi-Riemannian gauge, Weyl universes therefore look like the simplest
ases of (linearly) expanding universes, while in Weyl gauge the Rieman-
nian omponent of the Weyl metri is a stati Lorentz type produt of IR by
Sκ. Aording to the dierent types of setional urvature we introdue:
Terminology 3 a) For setional urvatures κ = ka2 , k = ±1, 0 we speak
of Einstein-Weyl universes in the ase k = +1, and of Minkowski-Weyl or
Lobahevsky-Weyl universe in the ases k = 0 or k = −1 respetively.
b) The module ζ of a Weyl universe with H > 0 is dened by
ζ :=
κ
H2
=
k
(aH)2
; (25)
a is alled the ex-ante radius of urvature (k 6= 0).
The terminology module is hosen beause of
Proposition 3 a) Two Weyl universes with modules ζ and ζ˜ are isomorphi,
i
ζ = ζ˜ .
b) For H = 0 there are three isomorphy types, haraterized by k.
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Proof a) Consider rst the ase k 6= 0:
⇐: Sk/a2 is transformed by a homothety with fator η := a˜a into Sk˜/a˜2 .
Thus we apply a onstant gauge fator λ(x) ≡ η. The length onnetion
remains hanged, ϕ˜ = ϕ− d lnλ = ϕ = Hdx0. We resale the observer eld
by λ−1 = η−1,
X˜ = ∂x˜0 = η
−1∂x0,
whih implies dx˜0 = ηdx0 and
ϕ˜ = Hdx0 = η
−1Hdx˜0.
We thus arrive at
H˜ = η−1H =
a
a˜
H,
and therefore ζ = ζ˜.
⇒: If, on the other hand aH 6= a˜H˜, a homothety neessary to bring
the metris to oinide in spatial diretions, does not transform the length
onnetions into eah other.
In the ase k = 0 and any H > 0 we resale by λ = H. This leads to
H˜ = H˜−1H = 1; thus all non-trivial k Minkowski-Weyl universes are iso-
morphi.
b) For k = 0,H = 0, we have the Minkoswki spae with trivial length on-
netion, ϕ = 0. It annot be transformed isometrially into a form with
H 6= 0. In this sense, it is degenerate. Similarly for the other ases with
H = 0, k = ±1, the lassial Einstein universe and its hyperboli relative,
the stati Lobahevsly universe.
Remark 10 The non-degenerate Weyl universes (H 6= 0) form a ontinuous
1-parameter spae of isomorphy lasses, haraterized by the module ζ. The
Hubble onstant H is a (global) saling quantity. Empirially it has been
determined as H = H1 = c
−1H0 ≈ 2.3± 0.2 (104Mpc)−1.15 For historially
minded readers it may be worthwhile to observe that Milne's kinematial
osmology an now be re-read as being nearly a Minkowski-Weyl universe
with ζ = 0 (a linearly expanding Minkowski spae in the Robertson-Walker
piture). The whole model lass an be seen as a kind of ζ-deformation
of this generi objet. It is a pity that Milne had no idea of the Weylian
metri as a unifying onept;
16
he rather used two metris (orresponding
to the Riemannian omponents of our Weyl respetively Riemann gauges)
and preferred the wrong one from our point of view. He was fond of the
expansionary piture, not only by physial reasons (Kragh 1996, 61, 66).
15
Corresponding to the value H0 ≈ 70± 7 kms
−1Mpc−1 ≈ 1.4± 0.1(1010 Y )−1.
16
Milne ould have had one; all mathematial tools were present at the time. That
Weyl universes have not been onsidered muh earlier, seems to be a good ase for a
post-mature development in the sense of J. Stahel (Stahel 2004).
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For empirial studies of osmology in the framework of Weyl universes,
it will be ruial to determine an observational value for ζ on the basis of
the most reliable data we have and to investigate, whether the result is on-
sistent with the evidene of diverse other lasses of observations. It is inter-
esting to see that the supernovae luminosity data of the Cerro Tololo Inter-
Amerian Observatory group (CTO) and the Supernova Cosmology Projet
(SCP) (Perlmutter e.a. 1999) are as well represented by Weyl universes as in
the Friedman-Lemaître model lass, although in the latter a rather unnat-
ural seond parameter, the osmologial onstant, has been introdued into
the model spae to enhane exibility.
17
In the present use of F-L models, the osmologial onstant is inter-
preted as (onstant) vauum energy density. Their model spae is usually
parametrized by (Ωm,ΩΛ), the relative ontributions of mass and of the os-
mologial onstant (vauum) to energy density. The urvature ontribution
Ωκ is related to the other two by Ωm+ΩΛ+Ωκ = 1. In the Weyl geometri
approah, ΩΛ is a strutural eet of the Weylian osmologial term, as we
will see in remark 11, and ontains no free parameter. Weyl universes do
without the symbolial artefat of an adaptable vauum energy density
whih auses pratitioners of osmology so muh headahe, beause it looks
as if it were time-dependent (dynamial). Some remarks on suh questions
will be made in the outlook of this paper; a little more an be found in
(Sholz 2004a).
The ane (W-L-C) onnetion of a Weyl universe an be alulated by
Weyl's theorem (1).
18
If we denote the oeients of the ane (Levi-Civita)
onnetion on the spatial bre Sκ by Γ˜ and use indexes α, β, γ = 1, 2, 3 , we
nd
Γαα0 = H, Γ
0
αα = −gααH, Γγαβ = Γ˜γαβ.
Denoting the ovariant derivative with respet to the Levi-Civita onnetion
in Sκ in diretion Y by D˜Y we get for the ovariant derivatives in M for
vetor elds Y,Z tangential to the spatial bres
D∂0∂0 = 0, D∂0Y = HY, DY Z = −g(Y,Z)H + D˜Y Z.
With these expressions we alulate the urvature quantities we are inter-
ested in:
Proposition 4 A Weyl universe, M = IR × S, with Weyl gauge (g, ϕ),
spatial bre S := Sκ of ex-ante setional urvature of spae setions κ, and
ϕ = Hdx0 has Rii urvature
Ric = 2(κ+H2)dσ2 = −2(κ+H2)gαα(dxα)2.
17
See the beautiful disussion in (Earman 2001), or also (Demia«ski 2000).
18
Here, as in other passages where it is adequate, we use the notational onventions of
upper and lower indexes for tangent vetors, their linear oeients, and their duals.
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It has an eetive setional urvature in 2-diretions tangential to S (i.e.,
setional urvature of in diretion of S embedded in to M)
κS = κ+H
2
and salar urvature
R¯ = −6(κ+H2).
Components, not stated expliitly, of urvature quantities here given, are 0
(e.g., setional urvatures ontaining a timelike diretion, et.).
If doubts should have been left, the expression for the salar urvature
shows again, that the dening gauge of M is Weyl gauge.
As a orollary, we alulate the Einstein tensor,
19
Ric− 1
2
R¯g = 3(κ+H2)dt2 − (κ+H2)dσ2, (26)
and the Weylian osmologial term dened in equation (12)
Λ = 3H2dt2 −H2dσ2. (27)
Thus the soure term of the Einstein equation has the form of an energy-
momentum tensor of an ideal uid,
8π
[
G
c4
]
T = 8π
[
G
c4
]
(ρdt2 + pdσ2) (28)
(square braket terms for values in physial units, in geometrial units c =
G = 1), although with negative (repulsive) pressure. The general form is
no surprise, as in any Robertson Walker manifold the r.h.s. of the Einstein
equation aquires the form of the energy-momentum of a strange uid
((O'Neill 1983)). The important, and from the standard view surprising
point is that onstant values for energy density and pressure an go in hand
with redshift. That justies the announement of this result as:
Theorem 4 The soure term of the Einstein equation of a Weyl universe
with ex-ante setional urvature κ and Hubble onstant H is an energy-
momentum tensor of a strange
20
ideal uid (equ. (28)). In gravitational
gauge (Weyl gauge), energy density ρ and pressure p are onstant and have
the values
ρ =
3
8π
[
c4
G
]
(κ+H2), p = − 1
8π
[
c4
G
]
(κ+H2) .
19
The note (Sholz 2004a) ontains a sign error in the dσ2 - term
20
Strange uid, beause of negative pressure.
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Remark 11 The ruial dierene between the statial models of osmol-
ogy and Weyl universes is expressed by the Hubble form and the Weylian
osmologial term (27). If these are more than formal gadgets, they repre-
sent the geometrial aspets of a tired light/gravitational modiation of the
transfer of wave-vetors along null geodesis (ompare remark 8). In suh a
ase, one an reasonably expet that the matter-eld Lagrangian LM whih
gives rise to the the r.h.s. of the Einstein equation (10) splits into a matter
term Lm proper and a term expressing the tired light mehanism (whih
may very well be quantum physial) LΛ,
LM = Lm + LΛ.
In analogy to how standard osmology interprets its osmologial term as
vauum energy, we an then split up the r.h.s. of the Einstein equation of
Weyl universes into a mass term ρm and a osmologial term ρΛ of the
energy density:
8π
[
G
c4
]
ρm = 3κ and 8π
[
G
c4
]
ρΛ = 3H
2 .
It is important to keep in mind that the Weylian osmologial term annot be
onsidered as vauum ontribution in the sense of the standard approah,
as it is not of the form const ·g. Its ontribution to the r.h.s. of the Einstein
equation has the form of a strange uid, like the matter term proper. It ould
therefore, in priniple, just as well be assimilated to the latter. That also
allows to onsider the possibility that only the energy density of the Weylian
osmologial term is due to a physial struture lying at the base of the
Hubble redshift (if dierent from the matter ontent of the universe), while
the pressure term makes sense only in the overall balane (p = pm + pΛ).
If we use the standard denition of ritial energy density, whih also for
Weyl universes orresponds to κ = 0,
ρcrit =
3
8π
[
c4
G
]
H2,
the relative ontributions of the mass term Ωm :=
ρm
ρcrit
and of the osmolog-
ial term ΩΛ :=
ρΛ
ρcrit
beome
Ωm =
κ
H2
= ζ and ΩΛ =
H2
H2
= 1 .
These relations are just another expression of the beautiful orrespondenes
between setional urvature values in spatial diretions and energy densities,
whih have already been established. We rephrase them here in geometrial
units:
8πρ = 3κS , 8πρm = 3κ, 8πρΛ = 3H
2 .
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That is, the total energy density determines the ex-post setional urvature
in spatial diretions of a Weyl universe, matter density determines the ex-
ante urvature, and the energy density of the Weylian osmologial term
determines the urvature ontribution of the Hubble onnetion.
Remark 12 The soure term of Weyl universes satises the state equation
p = −1
3
ρ. (29)
At rst glane one may have the impression that the equilibrium problem
raised by Eddington for the Einstein universe, or even worse Einstein's grav-
itational ollapse problem, might reappear in a slightly modied form. This
is not the ase, however, as Weyl universes do not rely on the lassial osmo-
logial term. Moreover, we now know that star and galaxy matter (luminous
matter ρlum with proportionality fator Ωlum =
ρlum
ρcrit
≈ 0.005) makes up
only a very small part of the matter ontent of the universe. The main bulk
of material ontent of the universe seems to be ionized gas, plasma (most of
it ionized hydrogen H1), mixed with some neutral gas and dust omponents.
Internal repulsion in the intergalati medium, arising from eletromagneti
fores and, perhaps, elementary partile physis omponents, have to be
taken into aount. Their overall ation may very well balane Einstein's
gravitational attration whih, taken for itself, would let the world appear
to be damned to ollapse.
In our ontext, there is no reason for bringing exoti matter into play.
Exoti matter has been postulated as an ad-ho hypothesis to avoid refuta-
tion of the theory of primordial nuleosynthesis by empirial data on dynam-
ial mass density and to alleviate the problems arising in standard osmo-
logial theories of struture formation. The dynamially determined mass
density ρd, with relative value ompared to the ritial density Ωd ≈ 0.3,
is now at least one order of magnitude higher than the maximal density of
baryoni matter, allowed by the hypothesis of primordial muleosynthesis,
0.04 ≤ Ωbar ≤ 0.05. No indiations for exoti new types of matter have
been found in several deades of intense researh. It is time to aept that
the primordial nuleosynthesis hypothesis has been refuted in its ore (baryon
density) by empirial evidene, although ertain features of it (high energy
ontribution to nuelosynthesis) will probably survive in a modied way.
21
Thus we simply assume that dynamial matter is dark (non-luminous)
ordinary matter, dominated by ionized gas, omparable to the one in in-
tergalati spae, only more onentrated around galaxies, lusters, and su-
perlusters. Although the dynamis of the highly diluted ionized matter
(apparently a plasma in the sense of H. Alfvén, A. Peratt e.a.) has still to
be understood, it is lear that the old game of ontraditing attrative and
21
For a short hint, see outlook.
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repulsive fores omes bak into the game, now as the interplay of gravita-
tional and eletrodynamial fores.
22
Cosmi spae has to be understood as
onstituted in the interplay of suh attrative and repulsive fores of matter.
If Weyl universes turn out to be empirially satisfying models of osmologial
observations on a broader range, we even an onlude that there is dynami-
al equlibrium in the osmi mean (i.e., mean values formed over very large
regions of spae-time), with equation (29) as a global expression for suh an
equilibrium. The overall interplay of attration and repulsion in the om-
pound system of intergalati plasma (inluding osmi ray ontributions),
dust, luminous matter, et., has to satisfy a state equation of a strange
uid. In allusion to an idea of Greek natural philosophers, I propose to all
it the hyle equation. This term does not impute new kinds of matter.
5. Redshift, light one and luminosity derease
The dening gauge of Weyl universes is Hubble gauge, it is therefore imme-
diate to write down the redshift funtion. For a photon with trajetory γ,
emitted at p = (t, x) and observed at q = (t0, x0) ( t < t0), redshift is given,
aording to equ. (18), by
z(p, q) + 1 = e
∫ t0
t
ϕ(γ′(τ))dτ = eH0(t0−t).
That agrees, of ourse, with the value expeted from the Robertson-Walker
piture (.f. equs. (23), (24)),
z + 1 =
Hτ0
Hτ
= eH0(t0−t).
Comparison with equ. (22) shows
z + 1 = λ−1.
Here, the metrial perspetive is ompletely dierent to the Robertson-
Walker piture. From the perspetive of Weyl gauge, the blow up of redshift,
lose to the initial singularity of the Riemann gauge, appears as the result
of a metrially deformed view of innity. The same holds for other quantities
dependent on the osmi time parameter. As Weyl gauge is the physially
dominant perspetive (matter gauge) in our new models, with literally on-
stant G and onstant energy densities, this shift of perspetive must not be
dismissed as only a formal eet of reparametrization,
In partiular, osmi time distanes, measured in matter gauge (more
preisely, in the Riemannian omponent of the Weyl metri of matter gauge)
go to innity with redshift:
∆t := t0 − t = H−10 ln(z + 1).
22
For rst interesting steps, see (Peratt 1991, Peratt 1995a, Vershuur 1995).
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Beause it is suh an important property, we formulate the standardized
form of the redshift development with time/distane as
Proposition 5 In a Weyl universe, the redshift-time relation for a photon
emitted at t < 0 and observed at t0 = 0 (today) is given by
z(t) = eH0|t| − 1 = λ−1 ↔ |t| = H−10 ln(z + 1), (30)
where λ is the saling funtion from Weyl to Riemann gauge, normed by the
ondition λ(0) = 1.
From standard results on Robertson-Walker manifolds (O'Neill 1983,
355f.) and by hanging oordinates as well as gauge, one an determine
expliit expressions for null geodesis in Weyl gauge. This allows to verify
(i.e. here, to hek the onsisteny of denitions and methods) the rela-
tions between null geodesis, wave vetor, length onnetion, and redshift
given above in denition 9 and the equations of example 8. Here we ontent
ourselves with more general observations on the light one and its geometry.
Beause of onformal invariane of the light one, the traes of null
geodesis in Weyl universes with Weyl gauge (g, ϕ) are idential to traes
of null geodesis of the Riemannian omponent g only. They an easily be
desribed. Let us denote by r the length of the projetion of the segment
t ≤ s ≤ t0 of a null geodesi γ(s) into the spatial standard bre Sκ . Abbre-
viating the redshift between t and t0 by z, we nd
r = c|t− t0| = H−1 ln(z + 1).
We all the intersetion of the light one with spatial bres a light sphere and
r its radius. The area of light spheres and volumes of light one segments
an easily be alulated.
23
Lemma 7 In a Weyl universe of ex-ante setional kurvature κ, Hubble on-
stant H, and module ζ = κH−2, the following holds:
a) The area O = Oκ of light spheres in dependene of redshift is given by
Oκ =
4π
κ
SIN2k (
√
ζ ln(z + 1) ,
(
O0 =
4π
H2
ln2(z + 1)
)
,
where k = ±1 or 0 and SIN1 := sin, Sin0 := id, SIN−1 := sinh.
b) The volume V (z1, z2) sanned by the light one between redshift values
z1 ≤ z2 is
V (z1, z2) =
z2∫
z1
(z + 1)−1O(z)dz. (31)
23
Warning: In (Sholz 2004a, 5) the area formula for Riemann gauge are given erro-
neously in plae of of those in Weyl gauge. The magnitude formula on the same page is
orret.
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The proof of the rst statement is obvious, as we alulate areas of
spheres with radius r = H−1 ln(z + 1) in the 3-geometries of onstant ur-
vature radius a = κ−
1
2
and use (25). For b), we only need to integrate over
innitesimal volume layers Odx0 of the light one, substitute dx0 = cd|t|,
and use equation (30).
The derease of luminosity of (eletromagneti) radiation soures with
redshift results from a damping of the energy ow by two reasons, the hange
with inreasing z of the area of light spheres (normally, but not always,
an inrease), and a damping of energy quantities due to length transfer of
energy ux, or more preisely of alibration by transfer, in Weyl geometry. In
the standard expanding models, the latter eet is interpreted as a redution
of ux et. beause of expansion of spatial setions. Here we use a natural
priniple for the appliation of sale gauge to energy quantities:
Priniple 1 Propagation of energy quantities of gauge weight k in the os-
mi ether, i.e., the ompound system of the gravitational and the eletro-
magneti elds, is mathematially represented by alibration transfer of gauge
weight k with respet to Hubble gauge.
Example 5 a) Photon energy E, respetively the wave vetor k is a salar
Weyl eld of gauge weight [[E]] = −1 and propagates along null geodesis
by alibration transfer of weight −1 in Hubble gauge (see remark 8). This is
no surprise; we have dened Hubble gauge with this property in mind.
b) The energy ux F of radiation of astronomial objets is observed as en-
ergy per time and area. Thus F has the gauge weight [[F ]] = [[E]][[t]]−1[[l]]−2
= −1− 1− 2 = −4. Aording to the priniple, it propagates by alibration
transfer of weight −4.
This is a natural assumption in Weyl geometry. One may ompare it
to the view of standard osmology, where a damping fator (1 + z)−2 is
assumed for the energy ux, one fator (1 + z)−1 for redshift, another one
due to time dilation for omoving observers. Surfae brightness and intensity
are alulated with a damping fator (1 + z)−4 (Peterson 1997, 152f.).
On this basis we an alulate the magnitude-redshift dependene in
Weyl universes.
Theorem 5 Assuming priniple 1 for the propagation and measurement of
eletromagneti energy in a Weyl universe,
a) the energy ux F (z) of a radiating osmi soure depends on redshift z
and the area of light spheres O(z) measured in Weyl gauge like
F (z) ∼ (z + 1)−4O(z)−1.
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b) After redshift orretion of the measured energy by the fator (z + 1),
the orreted energy ux Fcorr is proportional to
Fcorr ∼ (z + 1)−3O(z)−1. (32)
Proof a) We onsider transmission of radiation from the soure at a point
p = (t, x) to a point at p0 = (t0, x0) along a null geodesi γ. Aording to
priniple 1 energy ux F propagates by alibration transfer of gauge weight
−4. This damping of the energy is only due to the eet of the transfer
aording to the Hubble form, respetively the gauge fator λ from Weyl to
Riemann gauge as its its integrated version. Here we onsider alibration
depending on the origin of the path rather than on its endpoint; thus we
have to take the reiproal (see equ. 7), and the ux is proportional to λ4,
F (γ(t)) ∼ λ4(γ(t)).
From equ. (30) we know λ = (z + 1)−1; therefore the ontribution of the
alibration transfer to damping is
F (z) ∼ (z + 1)−4.
In addition, radiation energy emitted at (t, x) during a short time interval
(an innitely short one) is distributed over the whole light sphere at the
spatial setion lying over t0, with area O(z(t, t0)) =: O(z). That results in
an area ontribution to damping aording to
F (z) ∼ O(z)−1.
If we neglet absorption by osmi matter, we arrive at an overall eet in
Weyl geometry
F (z) ∼ (z + 1)−4O(z)−1.
The orretion in b) is diret.
Remark 13 Readers who are doubtful of priniple 1, may want to avoid al-
ibration by transfer and prefer to alulate in the Robertson Walker piture
with traditional methods of saling down the ux in expanding universes
(not to forget the gauge fators between Weyl and Riemann gauge). The
result should be the same. In any ase, the empirial data of supernovae Ia
magnitudes are a beautiful empirial test for the physial aeptability of
the priniple in the frame our approah (see below, outlook).
In the sequel we refer to the redshift orreted values, Fcorr, if not expli-
itly stated otherwise, beause the redshift-energy orretion as in part b) of
the theorem is usually applied by astronomers during the K-orretion for
apparent magnitudes (Goenner 1994, 80).
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The apparent magnitude of a osmi soure is dened by
m := −2.5 log F +C, (33)
where the onstant C ontains the dependene on the absolute magnitudeM ,
i.e., the magnitude in whih the same soure would appear to a terrestrial
observer, if it was plaed at the norm distane of lassial astronomy d0 :=
10p = 10−5Mp (just in reah of good parallax measurements). Moreover,
C depends on the osmologial assumptions in eah model, in partiular on
the value for the Hubble onstant H0. With the values for F from the last
theorem we get
m = −2.5 log(z + 1)−3O(z)−1 + C = 5 log(z + 1) 32
√
O(z) + C,
and with lemma 7:
Corollary In a Weyl universe with module ζ and spatial ex-ante urvature
type k = −1, 0,+1, the redshift-orreted apparent luminosity mk of a osmi
radiation soure is:
mk(z) = 5 log
(
(z + 1)
3
2√|ζ| SINk(
√
|ζ| ln(z + 1))
)
+ C, (34)
(SIN1 = sin, Sin0 = id, SIN−1 = sinh, as above). For k = 0, this is to be
understood in the sense of the limit ζ → 0,
m0 = 5 log
(
(z + 1)
3
2 ln(z + 1))
)
+ C.
Sometimes it is useful to substitute the onstant C in the formulae of
the orollary by an expression in the absolute magnitude at redshift z0 =
eHd0 − 1 ≈ H d0,
C = M − 5 log
(
e1.5Hd0√
ζ
SIN(
√
ζHd0)
)
≈M − 5 log(Hd0).
Then we get an expliit funtion for mk(z,M, ζ,H), depending on the red-
shift, the absolute magnitude, the module ζ of the Weyl universe (or Ωm),
and the Hubble onstant. The last approximation is so good that it an be
taken as a numerial equality for all pratial purposes.
If we aept the soure term interpretation of the Einstein equation as
in remark 11, ζ = Ωm, we get a more physial version of (34). For k = 1,
it aquires the form
mk(z) = 5 log
(
(z + 1)
3
2√
Ωm
sin(
√
Ωm ln(z + 1))
)
+ C . (35)
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The great simpliity of Weyl universes results in simple expliit expres-
sions for their geometrio-physial properties. As a last example, the angular
size of objets with diameter b in distane d an easily be alulated from
spherial trigonometry for k = 1, beause the light one struture is onfor-
mally invariant under deformation of the lassial Einstein universe to the
Einstein -Weyl one. Angular sizes of suh objets are given by
sin
α
2
=
sin b2a
sin da
, (36)
where a is the ex-ante radius of urvature of spatial setions, a = κ−
1
2 = H
−1√
ζ
.
6. Outlook
Before we ome to the end, we want at least to indiate how well the new
models behave with respet to observational data. We start with the re-
ent luminosity-redshift measurements of supernovae Ia by the Cerro Tololo
Inter-Amerian Observatory group (CTO) and the Supernova Cosmology
Projet (SCP) (Perlmutter e.a. 1999). These data, omplemented by those
of the group around A. Riess, have been interpreted as striking evidene in
favour of the Friedman-Lemaître model with non-vanishing osmologial on-
stant (Grøn 2002). Together with onstraints derived from the inationary
hypothesis they lead to the presently aepted standard density parameters
(Ωm,ΩΛ) ≈ (0.3, 0.7). It is therefore quite remarkable that in our framework
the supernovae data an be tted just as well by Weyl universes (gure 1).
With H ≈ 2.3 10−4Mpc−1 (H0 ≈ 70 kms−1Mpc−1) and M ≈ −19.3 for the
absolute magnitude of supernovae Ia, the best t for the module of Weyl
universes is
ζ ≈ 1 , with residual dispersion σ ≈ 0.318 ≈ 1.24σdata.24
This result an be onsidered as a rst empirial answer to the question,
whether the hypothesis of luminosity derease aording to alibration by
transfer in Weyl geometry (priniple 1) makes sense or not. It learly does.
The t quality remains very stable under hange of ζ. If we relax only
a little bit to σ ≤ 1.3σdata , we get a wide interval for admissible urvature
parameters, inluding all three urvature types k = ±1, 0
ζ ∈ [−0.1, 3.6] =: ISNIa.
For ζ = 0.3, the residual dispersion is still only σ0.3 ≈ 0.325. Beause of
the possible identiation Ωm = ζ (remark 11), this value is of partiular
interest, if we want to adapt the model to present data of dynamial mass
24
The t quality for the standard model is σstand ≈ 0.309 for the parameter hoie
(Ωm,ΩΛ) = (0.3, 0.7) ≈ 1.21σdata (my alulation, E.S.). The dierene is not signiant.
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Figure 1: Magnitude-redshift relation in Einstein-Weyl universe, ζ = 1 (no
graphial distintion to ζ = 1.5), H0 = 70, M = −19.3, ompared with
reent SNIa data of the SCP and CTO groups (dots)
density. From the empirial point of view, the supernovae luminosities and
the mass density riterion learly single out the Einstein-Weyl universes,
k = +1, among the whole model lass.
Other important data for testing osmologial models are quasar frequen-
ies in dependene of redshift. The best values presently available are those
of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (rst data release) (Fan e.a. 2003). The ol-
leagues of the SDSS have measured 16 713 objets up to z ≤ 5.4 and gave a
onentrated survey in a histogram with 69 intervals of width ∆z = 0.076.
The frequenies show a lear and well-formed inrease up to about z ≈ 2 and
a rapid derease for z > 2.1. It is very interesting to see that the peak of ob-
served quasar frequenies about z ≈ 2 orresponds losely to the maximum
in volume sanned by the light one (in equal z-intervals) in Einstein-Weyl
universes (equ. (31)).
25
A alulation of the numbers of objets to be expeted under the assump-
tion of equal distribution in Einstein-Weyl universes for ζ = 0.3, 0.8, 1, 1.5
and 2 gives a surprisingly good agreement of the geometry of the light one
with the observed quasar frequenies up to the peak at z ≈ 2. For larger
values of z, observed quasar frequenies break down too abruptly to be a-
ounted for by geometrial reasons only (gure 2).
26
In fat the rapid deline
of observed quasar numbers is strongly enfored by the redution of sensi-
bility of the CCD detetors for z > 2 and, perhaps, other seletion eets.
Already a rough omparison of the data shows that a parameter interval
ζ ∈ IQF := [0.3, 2]
25
Beause of the inationary dogma (k = 0) and the expanding geometry, this eet is
suppressed in the standard approah.
26
Densities of objets have been alulated from respetive volumes in Einstein-Weyl
universes and SDSS data for z ≤ 2.24, shortly after the peak.
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Figure 2: Frequenies of equally distributed objets in Einstein-Weyl uni-
verse with ζ = 0.3 (oarsest dashing), ζ = 0.6 (oarse dashing), ζ = 1
(medium dashing), ζ = 1.5 (undashed), and ζ = 2 (nest dashing), om-
pared with quasar frequenies of SDSS (dots); interval width ∆z = 0.076
ts in with quasar frequenies up to z ≈ 2. For larger values of z, it leads to
an aeptable agreement only for ζ ≥ 0.6 and if suiently strong seletion
eets are at work. Whih range of the interval IQF is to be preferred, de-
pends on an estimation of seletion eets and a omparison of the reliability
of other data whih are taken into aount.
The determination of dynamial mass density lose to galaxies, lusters,
and superlusters leads to an atual estimation of 0.1 ≤ Ωm ≤ 0.5 for smaller
strutures and of 0.2 ≤ Ωm ≤ 1 for larger ones, with a preferred value lose
to Ωm ≈ 0.3 (Carroll 2001). That is onsistent with supernovae and quasar
data, but probably not the best we an get. We may reasonably expet a
rising value for Ωm with inreasing awareness for dynamial mass in larger
regions.
Mass density estimations are prearious data. The best measured os-
mologial data are those of the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) with
its preise Plank prole and a radiation temperature TCMB ≈ 2.726 ◦K
with error less than 0.1% (after subtration of the dipole moment of motion
against the CMB rest system).
In Einstein-Weyl universes, a beautiful alternative to the standard expla-
nation of the CMB (as the redshifted view upon a surfae of last sattering)
is possible by a theorem of I.E. Segal. Segal has proved that the quantized
Maxwell eld on the Einstein universe has a (maximal entropy) equilib-
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rium state with radiation of exat Plank harateristi (Segal 1983). The
proof translates to the Weyl ase beause of onformal invariane of the eld
equations. It is now the question, whether (or how) the Segal bakground is
related to the osmi bakground radiation.
In an Einstein-Weyl universe, the Segal bakground plays the role of a
vauum ground state for the eletromagneti eld. We may thus reasonably
onjeture:
(∗) The energy density ρΛ of the Weylian osmologial term is due to the
energy density ǫSegal of the Segal bakground, ρΛ = ǫSegal.
If this is true, ǫSegal is equal to the ritial density (remark 11), ρcrit ≈
5.2 keV cm−3, and orresponds to a Plank temperature TSegal ≈ 32 ◦K.
Although that may appear unlikely at rst glane, a seond thought shows
that any diret identiation of suh a bakground equilibrium state will be
diult or even impossible. Everything, inluding eah part of the measuring
devie, will be immersed in a diuse bath of the 32 ◦K radiation, whih
suppresses its disernibility as inoming radiation. Moroever, its spetral
range lies deep inside the interval of the osmi infrared bakground whih is
very diult to measure anyhow (Dwek/Hauser 2001). Thus there seems to
be no hane for a diret empirial identiation of the emission omponent
due to the Segal bakground.
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Figure 3: Refoussing of luminosity (here for a soure of absolute magnitude
M = −16) in Einstein-Weyl universe with ζ = 1.5 (undashed) at the rst
onjugate point, z ≈ 12, in omparison with luminosity of an equally strong
soure in the standard osmologial model (Ωm,ΩΛ) = (0.3, 0.7)) (dashed)
On the other hand, the radiation harateristis of the region lose to
the onjugate point of a general observer in an Einstein-Weyl universe would
be strongly dominated by the (redshifted) Segal bakground. Therefore the
signal from this region would have a learly disernible Plank harateristi,
be nearly ideally isotropi, and would be highly refoussed at the point of
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observation (see gure 3). A sharp delimitation of refoussing about the
redshift at the onjugate point suppresses a smearing out of the Plank
harateristi of the soure, whih would otherwise happen. The signal will
be orrupted only by interation along the passage through the spatial sphere
Sκ with hot gas around lusters and superlusters, or a slightly inreased
energy density of the Segal bakground in these regions. We have to look
at empirial indiators whih allow to deide whether the onjeture (∗) and
its onsequenes are realisti or not.
If the CMB is due to emission of the Segal bakground in the viinity
of our onjugate point, an easy alulation shows that the redshift at the
onjugate point has to be
zconj =
TSegal
TCMB
≈ 32
2.73
≈ 12.
That orresponds to a parameter value ζ ≈ 1.5 ± 5% of the Einstein-Weyl
universe and stands in pleasing agreeement with quasar frequenies and SNIa
luminosities. We may onsider this agreement as a rst positive empirial
test for the onjeture. Of ourse more of them are needed, most important
a detailed analysis of anisotropy data from this point of view, before we an
laim more than a hypothetial plausibility for it.
On the theoretial level, it is worthwhile to notie that, in the frame of
Weyl universes and under the assumption of the orretness of (∗), the two
empirially most important osmologial parameters, temperature TCMB of
the mirowave bakground and Hubble onstant H, determine ζ and with it
the physial mean geometry of the osmos in the large without ambiguity, in
priniple, and with high preision in pratie.
27
If other observations support
the onjeture, we will attribute these data muh more redibility than mass
density estimations from dynamial observations, whih annot aount for
the diluted mass in interluster regions anyhow.
If the Segal bakground gives a realisti explanation of the osmi mi-
rowave bakground (with or without onjeture (∗)), the anisotropies arise
naturally as a result of the passage through material inhomogeneities, in
partiular osmi plasma (hot gas) onentrated around lusters, luster
groups, and superlusters, or through regions of slightly inreased tem-
perature of the Segal bakground. The most important ontributions to
anisotropies with multipole moment l ≈ 200 are expeted to be aused by ob-
jets on the superluster level in the segment of the spatial Sκ with 1 ≤ z ≤ 6,
whih overs 80% of the total volume until the rst onjugate point. For
ζ = 1.5, objets of diameter 40 Mpc in this redshift range appear under an
angular size between 0.7 deg and 1 deg (gure 4). and lead to a peak of the
anisotropy signal at a multipole moment of about l ≈ 1800.8 = 225.
27
The small error bound ±5% for the estimation of ζ arises from the fourth root to be
drawn from the energy density and thus from H2.
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Figure 4: Angular size of objets with diameter 40Mpc in Weyl universe
with ζ = 1.5
It is very enouraging that astronomers have started to investigate the
possibility of an inuene of lusters and higher order strutures on CMB
anisotropy. Reent evaluations of WMAP anisotropy data by a group around
T. Shanks (Myers/Shanks e.a. 2004) have demonstrated that there exists, in
fat, a strong anti-orrelation between temperature and luster positions for
redshifts up to z ≈ 0.2. The authors explain their observation by inverse
Compton sattering of photons in hot gas in lusters and luster groups
(Sunyaev-Zeldovih eet). They onsider their results as a orruption of
a more original anisotropy signal stipulated in the standard piture to result
from some legendary "aousti waves in the primordial soup at the end of
the inationary phase. Shanks e.a. expet that with a ontinuation of the
evaluation to z ≈ 0.5 the ontamination of anisotropy data, as they all it,
may rise onsiderably.
From our point of view, that has to happen. We even an quantify the
degree of ontamination, whih is to be expeted. It is losely related
to the volume inrease overed by the light one in respetive z-intervals.
The interval 0 ≤ z ≤ 0.2 overs 0.23% of the total volume (up to the
rst onjugate point) in a Weyl universe of ζ = 1.5. Contributions to the
anisotropy signal with l ≈ 200 from redshifts 0.1 ≤ z ≤ 0.2 are aused by
objets on the luster level (up to 10Mpc). The main anisotropy signal
is expeted to be aused by superlusters with 1 ≤ z ≤ 6, as indiated
above. Taking the number of partial systems (lusters in superlusters) into
aount, the anisotropy ontribution of this redshift range should be an order
of magnitude larger than its volume ratio. Thus it should aount for about 1
 3 % of the whole anisotropy signal of the CMB. For the next interval, 0.2 ≤
z ≤ 0.5, envisaged by the group around T. Shanks, the volume proportion
rises to 2.5%. Anisotropies with l ≈ 200 result here from objets in luster
group size. We therefore expet a ontribution to CMB anisotropies of about
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10%.
It would be very welome if the estimation of the anisotropy ontributions
ould be ontinued until z ≤ 1.5 or even z ≤ 2. For z > 0.8, strutures on
the superluster level ome into the play. For these redshifts, our volume
estimations let us expet a ontribution to the whole anisotropy signal of 35%
and 43%, respetively. A detailed investigation of the CMB anisotropies may
even be able to shed light on the origin of the tired light mehanism, if this
is in fat the reason for the good modelling behaviour of Weyl universes. The
redution of photon energy during the passage of lusters (or higher order
strutures) may have the same general reason as the Hubble redshift itself. A
photon-photon interation with the Segal bakground, slightly inreased in
energy/temperature in regions of luminous matter onentrations may be an
additional ause (Freundlih-Vigier-Segal eet), or even an alternative, to
the Sunyaev-Zeldovih eet. In this ase we had traed a ommon physial
basis for both, the Hubble redshift and the tiny anisotropies impressed on
the mirowave bakground signal (or at least parts of them).
Other points have to be disussed with the neessary are and in greater
detail than an be done here. Most important among them are those related
to the observation that expansion may only be due to a geometrial tion of
the model lass whih has been aepted as the symbolial a-priori during the
last deades (F-L models). If physis of the osmos is better haraterized by
Weyl gauge, expansion appears as a merely formal feature of Riemann gauge.
In fat, in the standard approah the dependene of ΩΛ on the osmi time
parameter and the famous aelerated expansion of the universe suggest
that all this may just be a model artefat, without diret (realisti) physial
meaning. The behaviour of the dynamial dark energy in the standard
approah hints even more strongly in this diretion.
The attempts of ahieving a satisfying model of struture formation by
an interplay of repulsive dynamial dark energy plus osmi expansion and
gravitational attration have run into an impasse. Even under the auxil-
iary assumption of titious gravitational material (exoti dark matter), it
was only possible to imitate either large sale strutures (hot dark mat-
ter) or small sale strutures (old dark matter), but never both together
(Ostriker/Steinhardt 2003). From these heroi attempts we an draw the
lesson that in the standard piture the repulsive fore is given a muh too
shemati expression to allow for suient exibility, or even (strutural)
reativity of matter. We therefore have reasons to look forward for progress
in the plasma physial alternative program whih tries to understand stru-
ture formation by an interplay of gravitational attration with eletromag-
neti attration and repulsion inside the ionized osmi medium. That will
surely be easier without the expansionary paradigm than within it.
28
28
Cf. footnote 22. It will be a hallenging task for the history and philosophy of
siene to have a loser look at the ultural onditions whih let it appear plausible to two
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Metalliity values of galaxies and quasars give another oasion for a rit-
ial review of the idea of a global evolution orrelated with expansion. Even
though very detailed and long range data are now available, they do not
show a systemati orrelation between redshift and metalliity (Pagel 1997).
Apparently, this lak is not seen as a problem in the atual disussion. To
the surprise of astronomers and astrophysiists, however, the metalliity of
the quasars with the highest redshifts observed at present shows no indi-
ation of lower overall values than quasars and galaxies loser by (Corbin
e.a.. 2003). Adding to the surprise, very metal poor galaxies of small red-
shift have been deteted (Brinkmann e.a. 2003). The metalliity of galaxies
and quasars turns out to depend muh more on loal onditions (most im-
portantly the mass of the objet) and regional evolution histories than on a
global evolution lear signs of whih are even missing. In the present dis-
ourse, the observational fats are explained by diverse exeptional lauses
to a general rule whih seems to exist in the theoretial expetation of the
standard approah only.
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Finally, the empirial indiators of physial states of the osmos lose
to the initial singularity are no longer as onvining as they appeared to
be some deades ago. As mentioned above, the hypothesis of primordial
nuleosynthesis has been fatually refuted by the observational data on dy-
namial mass and the lak of suess for diverse attempts to nd a substitute
in strange (exoti) matter (remark 12). Reent high preision lattie gauge
alulations of the assumed eletro-weak phase transition (whih has been
onsidered as the lue to baryogenesis in the early universe in the stan-
dard approah) omplement this piture. The alulations demonstrate the
existene of a theoretial upper bound of 74 GeV for a Higgs-boson mass om-
patible with eletro-weak phase transition (Csikor e.a. 1999). This bound is
inonsistent with the present experimental lower limit of 89.8 GeV for the
Higgs mass. Beause of reliable error estimates for the theoretial and for
the experimental result, the ombination of the standard model of elementary
partile physis (SM) with the standard approah to osmology (SC) has lead
to another anomaly for the hypothesis of a primordial phase of the world.
30
With primordial nuleosynthesis and the eletroweak phase transition,
two inportant features of a hypothetial early phase of the expanding world
piture have shown to be wrong. A distributed lous for high energy on-
tributions to nuleosynthesis, whih has to exist in addition to stellar nule-
generations of sientists that a paradigm of nulear explosion, or of a (post-) inationary
boost, an serve as a lue to struture formation (rather than destrution)  ontrary
to the modelling experiene of several deades.
29
I thank E. Grebel for information on this point.
30
The authors of the study omment their result in lear words: This also means that
the SM baryogenesis in the early Universe is ruled out (Csikor e.a. 1999, 24). By SM the
authors refer to the standard model of elementary partile physis. They onsider their
result as an argument for the neessity for a physis beyond SM.
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osynthesis, has entered observability in the form of ative galati nulei and
quasars. Empirial and theoretial knowledge on these strutures is grow-
ing rapidly. We may expet that they provide more realisti andidates for
high energy nuleosynthesis (beyond stellar proesses) than the hypothetial
primordial phase of the universe in the old paradigm, although new features
like a raking of higher nulei into light ones enter here and hange the
overall funtion of the proess (reyling of baryoni matter rather than
its genesis). The Weyl geometri approah provides an alternative without
the neessity to invent repair measures inside the paradigm of a hot initial
phase of the universe.
If, in in one way or another, the most important signatures of a global
evolution of the osmos as a whole turn out to be unreliable, we have to
ontent ourselves for sienti investigations with observing loal, or better,
regional evolution of substrutures in the osmos and to understand them
the best we an. The grand narrations of The Primordial Phase of The
World an be handed over again to the myths of all the dierent ultures
on our earth. This is no real loss, by the way; questions relating to the
evolution of the universe as a whole have always been a part of speulative
natural philosophy and ontinue to be so. In the extremes, they even may
be onsidered as either meaningless or as an attempt to approah the
mind of God et., depending on taste and the metaphysial perspetive we
assume. Somewhere in between stand the most reent quantum osmologial
speulations of late modernity.
Here, we ould only srath at the surfae of these diult and multi-
farious problems. For the moment, we have to leave it with rst glimpses
into a vast and hallenging terrain. If Weyl universes appear useful and the-
oretially attrative to other researhers, there will be better oasions for
more detailed disussions of the open questions and, hopefully, some new
and unexpeted answers.
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